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1

COMPLAINT IN SUMMARY

1.1

This complaint is made on behalf of the JFSA whose members include the 555 serving and
former subpostmasters (“Complainants”) forced into bringing legal proceedings (which
included the “Common Issues” and “Horizon Issues” trials, the “Proceedings”1) against Post
Office Limited (“POL”) over their mistreatment by it from 1999 to 10 December 2019 (the
“Relevant Period”).
HM Government (“HMG”) was responsible during the Relevant Period for overseeing and
regulating POL, its wholly owned subsidiary. HMG entrusted POL with substantial public
funds to deliver a modernisation programme to the network of Post Offices serving urban
and rural communities nationwide, based around the flagship IT system Horizon.2
This complaint is about HMG’s maladministration in failing to regulate and oversee POL
during the Relevant Period.
The precise nature of the acts committed by POL are not the subject matter of this complaint,
but nor are they in dispute – they are a matter of historical record, recorded (at length) in the
judgments handed down in the Proceedings (the “Judgments”), among other sources.
That POL’s heinous actions throughout the Relevant Period caused harm and injustice to the
Complainants, resulting in financial, personal and emotional loss, is, likewise, not in dispute
but also a matter of public record as detailed in the Judgments.3
All the evidence indicates that HMG knew (at the highest levels) that POL was carrying out
the heinous actions proven in the Proceedings and that these were only likely to cause the
Complainants harm, and yet despite knowing, HMG still failed to oversee and regulate POL
properly during the Relevant Period.
We say that HMG is guilty of maladministration in not overseeing and regulating POL
properly in such manner as to prevent POL from running amok, as described in the
Judgments, and, in doing so, destroying the lives of the Complainants.
We also say that the fact that HMG was historically at fault in not overseeing and regulating
POL during the Relevant Period is evidenced by:
1.8.1 HMG having the same awareness as POL in 2012/2013 that the Horizon system
could be accessed remotely (i.e not from within a Post Office branch) by Fujitsu
operatives yet standing by and failing to intervene whilst POL continued to make its
almost religious assertions up to and during the Proceedings that remote access was

1.2

1.3
1.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

1.8

Bates v Post Office Judgment (No.3) “Common Issues” [2019] EWHC 606 (QB) and Bates v Post Office Judgment
(No.6) “Horizon Issues” [2019] EWHC 3408606 (QB)
2 In the Performance and Innovation Unit Report “Counter Revolution – Modernising the Post Office Network”
published by the Cabinet Office in June 2000 (the “PIU Report”), HMG confirmed (“Box 3.6 The Horizon Project”)
that work on its Post Office automation project which began in 1996 was by May 1999 “considerably behind
schedule” and incurring costs of “around £1 billion, around half of which will be funded by the Government”. The PIU
Report further acknowledged that “the Post Office will need to work hard to exploit the potential benefits the
automated platform provides.” In other words, already in 2000 significant HMG pressure was building behind Horizon.
A decade later, in November 2010, BEIS’s report “Securing the Post Office Network in the Digital Age” confirms that
HMG “committed £1.34 billion of funding over the four years of the Spending Review period to March 2015” to
support POL’s transformation and modernisation programme (an average cost to the taxpayer of £330 million a year).
3 A brief summary of POL’s actions is provided at section 4 (supported by extracts from the dicta of Mr Justice Fraser
in the Judgments) to demonstrate quite how despicable POL’s conduct and improper litigation strategy was found to
be by the trial judge.
1
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categorically not possible: an express acknowledgment by HMG of its failure to act
in relation to POL during the Relevant Period4; and
1.8.2 the fact that HMG has only now - much too late - put in place significant new
governance and control mechanisms over POL to prevent such an injustice from ever
happening again, which we assert is a tacit acknowledgment by HMG of its failure to
act in relation to POL during the Relevant Period.
We say that, had HMG acted responsibly in relation to POL during the Relevant Period5, as it
was supposed to, that POL would not have been able to destroy the lives of the
Complainants and the Complainants would not have been required to fight a high profile,
lengthy and expensive legal campaign in order to uncover POL’s actions and bring to light
the truth behind the Horizon scandal.
However, the one particular consequence of POL's maladministration of which we complain
is the outcome of the Proceedings and fact that the Complainants were forced into settling a
mediation commenced prior to release of the Horizon Issues judgment by a POL litigation
strategy designed to “win at all costs” by “spending them into oblivion”. This resulted in the
Complainants (despite winning their cases on almost all counts) each recovering a very low
percentage of actual losses incurred as a result of POL’s heinous actions.
The Complainants, having already suffered injustice as a direct result of HMG’s failure to
oversee and regulate POL during the Relevant Period, were forced into litigating in order to
bring POL to account for its heinous acts and then, despite winning the Proceedings, to meet
£46,500,000 of legal, professional and external funding costs (the latter, which the
Complainants had to source, comprising the bulk).
The redress sought for HMG’s maladministration, which resulted in injustice for the
Complainants in the form of financial loss, hardship and emotional distress, is the
Ombudsman’s recommendation that the Complainants are properly compensated by HMG
for their losses, losses that simply would not have arisen had HMG done its job properly in
overseeing and regulating POL during the Relevant Period.6
[INTENTIONALLY BLANK]
In this complaint, references to:
1.14.1 “HMG” and to “BEIS” (the Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy) are
used interchangeably;

4

In the House of Lords on 11 June 2020, during urgent questions on the convictions of SPMs, HMG was asked
“when did the Government’s representative on the Post Office board first know that the Post Office had privileged
access to sub-postmasters’ accounts, so that the Post Office or Fujitsu could alter those accounts at will without the
sub-postmasters being aware of it?”
Lord Callanan responded that: “The Government representative was appointed to the board of the Post Office in
2012. The Government were aware from the information they received, such as that by forensic accountants, Second
Sight, in 2013, that branch records could be accessed remotely; however, we were then advised that any
transactions entered remotely would be visible to sub-postmasters in branch.”
5 Again in its November 2010 report “Securing the Post Office Network in the Digital Age” BEIS confirms that “[t]he
Government is committed to act as a responsible owner of Post Office”. Taxpayers would expect nothing less
considering the staggering amount of public funds HMG committed to the Horizon system and to POL generally
before and during the Relevant Period.
6 “It is our underlying principle to ensure that the public body restores the complainant to the position they would have
been in if the maladministration or poor service had not occurred. If that is not possible, the public body should
compensate them appropriately”. The Parliamentary and Health Service Ombudsman’s Principles for Remedy, CPG2
- Appendix 3.

3
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1.14.2 “BEIS” should be read and interpreted as including its predecessor departments;7
1.14.3 “POL’s Board” refers to the board of directors of POL;
1.14.4 “SPM” refers to the subpostmasters who have suffered as a result of POL’s heinous
actions, and includes subpostmasters who are not Complainants;
1.14.5 “the Horizon scandal” should be read and interpreted as referring to the heinous
actions of POL uncovered in the Judgments, as summarised at 4.3; and
1.14.6 “the improper litigation strategy” should be read and interpreted as referring to
POL’s actions during the course of the Proceedings, as summarised at 4.4.

7

Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) - July 2016 to date
Department for Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS) - June 2009 to July 2016
Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (BERR) - June 2007 to June 2009
Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) - 1970 to June 2007

4
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2

COMPLAINANTS – FURTHER DETAIL

2.1

As noted, this complaint is submitted on behalf of the JFSA, an unincorporated association
comprised of the 555 SPMs who were the individual claimants named in a Group Litigation
Order made against POL on 21 March 2017 (“GLO”).8 A list of those named in the GLO is
provided at Schedule 1.
The Ombudsman should be aware that the Complainants are, almost universally, in dire
financial and distressed personal circumstances as a result of POL’s behaviour over the
Relevant Period having gone unsupervised by HMG, as evidenced by this complaint.
The scale of the injustice perpetrated against the Complainants is nothing short of a national
scandal, and is arguably the biggest miscarriage of justice in British legal history with:
2.3.1 each Complainant having had vast sums of money stolen from them personally by
POL to reimburse the alleged shortfalls (fictional deficits) in their Post Office branch
account which were in actual fact caused by “bugs, errors and defects” generated by
the Horizon system;
2.3.2 the majority of the self-employed Complainants having their “relational” (not
commercial) contracts terminated by POL without notice, based on false evidence
generated by the Horizon system that was presented to them as a fait accompli,
resulting in the Complainants losing their business, their livelihoods and their
investment paid to purchase a Post Office, amongst other things;
2.3.3 Complainants being put under undue duress by POL, whose investigators withheld
essential documents and habitually and dishonestly told Complainants who dared to
suggest that inaccuracies may be the result of Horizon system faults that “you are the
only one”, a statement designed to deliberately extract confessions, enable
prosecutions and extort money from Complainants – not one Complainant was ever
notified by POL as to the true condition of the Horizon system or of its faults known to
POL and to HMG;
2.3.4 many Complainants forced to sell assets (including their homes), others being made
bankrupt, many prosecuted and left with criminal convictions and almost all left with
untold mental and emotional distress as a direct result of POL’s accusations of fraud,
theft and false accounting;
2.3.5 the Complainants, despite their clearly inferior financial position, having no choice but
to be involved in bringing a major legal action against POL, whose legal costs were
underwritten by HMG, in order to expose the heinous actions of POL that were
deliberately ignored by HMG and successive government ministers and departments
over the Relevant Period and which HMG now attempts to “sweep under the carpet”
through its forward-looking, non-judicial inquiry. HMG’s financial backing of POL
again demonstrates its complicity in the injustices POL perpetrated against the
Complainants.
The Complainants have, as a result of a £46,500,000 reduction in the mediation settlement
sum, paid personally for the legal, professional and funding costs required to essentially

2.2

2.3

2.4

8

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/group-litigation-orders#the-post-office-group-litigation
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remedy HMG’s failure to carry out its role of regulating and supervising POL during the
Relevant Period. The Proceedings were a step that the Complainants had to take in order to
set the record straight, because HMG, despite its knowledge and awareness during the
Relevant Period of POL’s heinous conduct, as well as the professional advice and advisers
available to it, not only failed, but point blank refused, to act.
For completeness, the Ombudsman should also be aware that, in addition to the
Complainants, there are a great many other serving and former SPMs who have suffered in
a similar way at the hands of the POL, as well as employees of SPMs who have similarly lost
their jobs and livelihoods as result of POL’s actions (something that has never properly been
considered).
It is, for instance, now common knowledge that POL brought successful private prosecutions
against 918 SPMs between 1991 and 2015 for false accounting, inflating figures and theft,
based on data from the Horizon system, which was known to contain bugs, errors and
defects (POL being most active in prosecuting SPMs between 1999 and 2012 when 735
SPMs were successfully prosecuted, an average of 52 per year).
It may be of interest for the Ombudsman to note that, in light of the Judgments, and Mr
Justice Fraser’s referral to the Director of Public Prosecutions of potential criminal concerns
arising from the inaccurate evidence given in court by Fujitsu in previous trials of accused
SPMs (Fujitsu having supplied and operated/monitored the Horizon software) that:
2.7.1 over 2,000 further unrelated SPM cases are understood to be under review by POL
and its lawyers in relation to “shortfalls” identified though the Horizon system in Post
Office branch accounts over the years since 1999;
2.7.2 over 60 SPM cases were referred by the Criminal Cases Review Commission to the
Court of Appeal for consideration as a result of convictions that are unsafe due to
defects in their prosecutions based on an abuse of process argument9, with the 44
convictions that POL has accepted are unsafe likely to be overturned without
challenge in March 2021;
2.7.3 a further 460 SPM convictions are understood to be under review because they are
considered to be “of concern”; and
2.7.4 the Metropolitan Police have recently opened a criminal investigation into the wider
implications of SPM’s having been prosecuted based on false evidence and potential
perjury having been committed by Fujitsu staff during the Proceedings.
And this is to make no mention of the impact upon a local community left without a Post
Office as a result of POL’s attack on its SPM, or of the reputational and emotional damage
suffered by that SPM, invariably, given their role, a trusted individual who was deeply
ingrained in the local community.
Nor does it mention the besmirching of the Post Office’s reputation as a trusted national
institution, which continues to this day, facilitated by HMG and its unwillingness to
acknowledge publicly having any ability or role to play in stopping POL and those

Written evidence from the Criminal Cases Review Commission stating that “in broad terms the Criminal Cases
Review Commission is saying that the thing that went wrong with the legal process was that the defendants were
unaware of the significant problems with the Horizon computer system” with “serious concerns as to whether POL
carried out thorough and objective criminal investigations”.
9
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responsible at POL from conducting its heinous actions during the Relevant Period. This is
despite concerns with the Horizon system, and POL’s conduct generally, being made plain to
HMG time and time again during the Relevant Period and within the very highest levels of
government (including the Prime Minister).
What unfortunately this complaint cannot evidence (due to the paucity of information made
available by HMG and POL, despite requests) but from which we believe strong inference
can be drawn, is that in actual fact HMG not only supervised, but also colluded with or
willingly allowed itself to be deceived by POL in its treatment of SPMs generally. And to be
clear on that strongest of allegations, there was a powerful incentive for HMG to collude with
or to allow itself to be deceived by POL – to ensure that complaints registered by a “tiny”
minority of SPMs would not put at risk the process of building of POL towards a sale,
float/IPO or mutualisation. In other words, the much larger prize for HMG was an exit
strategy that would remove the expense of the public corporation providing a national service
from HMG’s balance sheet and, in doing so, recoup the billions of pounds of taxpayers’
money spent on the Horizon system and the Post Office network generally over the Relevant
Period.
The Ombudsman is requested to recommend that HMG compensate the Complainants for
their losses caused by its maladministration of POL during the Relevant Period. This
maladministration relates to the acts of POL laid bare in the Judgments that HMG knew
about and gave its express or tacit consent to at each and every stage, and which include
the improper litigation strategy that POL adopted to the Proceedings and pursued during
them.

7
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3

HMG’S ABSOLUTE CONTROL OF POL & OPERATIONAL INDEPENDENCE MYTH10

3.1

POL’s heinous conduct during the Relevant Period could have been brought to an end
immediately by the person with absolute control over the corporate entity – that is, by HMG.
This section:
3.2.1 summarises HMG’s absolute control over POL during the Relevant Period; before
3.2.2 dismissing as lacking credibility HMG’s well-worn excuses for not exercising an
oversight or regulatory function over POL, which are not positions supportable on the
facts.
It is relevant to consider first, briefly, the historical position that led HMG to entrust the
running of the Post Office network to POL.

3.2

3.3

Brief corporate history of POL
3.4

It is clear from its publications produced in 1999 and 2000 that the Post Office was regarded
by HMG as a highly trusted brand in need of modernisation:
“Surveys show that the Post Office is surpassed only in the UK by Coca-Cola in the strength of its
branding”11; and
“a unique and trusted British institution” but “slow to modernise the network in the face of a rapidly
changing environment”.12

3.5

The 1999 White Paper set out the framework HMG proposed in pursuit of its modernisation
agenda for the Post Office. It envisaged the unique and trusted British institution being
managed and run on a commercial basis by a corporate entity whose board of directors,
appointed by HMG, took responsibility and were accountable for providing the Post Office
service nationwide through a network of self-employed SPMs. Specifically, it confirmed,
under the heading “Responsibilities of the key players”, that HMG as owner would:
“Appoint the Chairman of the Post Office, and the remainder of the Board (after consulting with the
Chairman), seeking to ensure access to the widest possible experience, internally and externally.
Determine the Board members’ remuneration, on the basis of advice from the remuneration
committee of the Board.
Approve annually a (five-year) rolling Strategic Plan, including setting the profit target for the
organisation (thus determining the expected financial return to Government), and approve major
acquisitions but otherwise will not be involved in normal management and commercial matters
which fall to the Post Office.”

3.6

The 1999 White Paper also set out the need “[t]o establish clear and accountable relationships
between the Government, Post Office, the Regulator and POUNC [the Post Office Users National Council,

10

The section summarises for the Ombudsman the relationship/powers HMG has in relation to POL. What HMG
knew about POL’s heinous conduct over the Relevant Period is addressed at section 4.
11 The Department of Trade and Industry Report “Post Office Reform: a world class service for the 21 st century”
published in July 1999 (the “1999 White Paper”).
12 The PIU Report.

8
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which represents consumers/customers]” with objective 3 stating that:
“Under the reform programme, clear boundaries and a genuine arm’s length relationship will be
established.
The Government will have two, separate, roles:


as the national authority setting the legal and regulatory framework and social and
environmental objectives; and


as owner.
The Government will restrict its activity to the strategic level, both in settling social objectives and
on matter of commercial direction. The Post Office Board will become clearly accountable for
running the business successfully on the basis of a rolling, five year, Strategic Plan. Separately, the
Regulator and POUNC will be given clear duties and the necessary powers and resources to
promote consumer interests. The Government intends that these arrangements should be as
transparent as possible. All four parties will publish annual reports on their roles and their
performance during the year.” and that HMG in its capacity as both regulator and owner

would “Report annually to Parliament on the fulfilment of the reform package in this White Paper.”
3.7

It is also clear that from this time HMG was heavily involved in the developmental stages of
the Horizon system project which was, undeniably, an integral pillar of HMG’s strategic vision
for the Post Office – “sustainability through modernisation”. Day-to-day operational control of
that system was not HMG’s responsibility, but any managerial failure to maintain the Horizon
system’s integrity was guaranteed to impact the long-term strategic planning of HMG as
POL’s sole shareholder.
POL wholly owned by HMG throughout the Relevant Period

3.8

POL was incorporated on 13 August 1987. It has been wholly owned by HMG throughout the
Relevant Period, indirectly or directly:
3.8.1 with POL’s share capital held until 1 April 2012 by (now called) Royal Mail Group
Limited, which was wholly owned by (now called) Postal Services Holding Company
Limited, which was in turn wholly owned by HMG;
3.8.2 on 1 April 2012, POL’s entire share capital was transferred from Royal Mail Group
Limited to its shareholder (now called) Postal Services Holding Company Limited,
again wholly owned by HMG; and
3.8.3 on 12 June 2017 POL’s parent company, (now called) Postal Services Holding
Company Limited, was put into voluntary liquidation, with POL’s entire issued share
capital transferred to HMG – held by BEIS and BEIS’s Secretary for State as
described at 3.15 below.

9
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3A

HMG’S OVERSIGHT AND REGULATORY CONTROL OF POL

3.9

We say HMG’s absolute oversight and regulatory control over POL during the Relevant
Period is demonstrated by:
3.9.1 HMG’s 100% ownership of POL, free from outside interference or influence;
3.9.2 HMG’s power as sole finance provider to POL, a perpetually loss-making entity;
3.9.3 HMG’s de facto executive control of POL through its power to approve the
appointment of POL’s Board members and to appoint and remove POL’s chairman
and CEO;
3.9.4 HMG’s appointee and representative on POL’s audit and risk committee;
3.9.5 HMG’s minister designated with responsibility for the postal service;
3.9.6 the expert professional advice available to and engaged by HMG as POL’s
shareholder; and
3.9.7 the Postal Services Act 2000,
each of which is considered further below.
From this we can say with confidence that HMG could quite easily have taken steps to stop
POL’s heinous conduct at any time during the Relevant Period. Or to put it another way, if
HMG as 100% owner could not put a stop to POL’s heinous conduct, there is no-one that
could.

3.10

HMG’s shareholder control
3.11

3.12

3.13

3.14

13

HMG was POL’s 100% shareholder throughout the Relevant Period. POL has never had any
external investors, shareholder activists and/or third party debt providers, a point we consider
further below.
HMG could have taken any action it considered appropriate, at a time of its choosing, to
bring to an end POL’s heinous conduct at any point during the Relevant Period. HMG had an
unfettered right as shareholder to control POL over the Relevant Period; it had absolute
discretion as POL’s owner free from any outside interference.
Had it wished, HMG could have, without reference to POL or POL’s Board:
3.13.1 replaced some or all of POL’s Board;
3.13.2 restructured POL’s underlying operating businesses and/or responsibility for it;
3.13.3 transferred the Post Office trade to an entity other than POL;
3.13.4 sold POL’s business and liquidated POL, returning its residual assets in order to
recapture some of HMG’s investment; and/or
3.13.5 privatised POL, as it did with Royal Mail.
The only thing that HMG as owner would not have been able to achieve during the Relevant
Period was POL’s mutualisation13, an important objective for HMG in taking POL off of its
balance sheet. HMG was thwarted in this objective not just by POL’s consistent loss-making
position, but ultimately also, when it turned a modest profit in 2016/17, by the uncertainty
hanging over POL given the scale of potential liabilities in the Proceedings. HMG were, we

BEIS Report in 2012 “Building a Mutual Post Office – The Government’s Response”.

10
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say, keen to settle the Proceedings in order to mutualise POL, but they could so easily have,
and should have, ensured that that litigation was never brought in the first place.
No ordinary parent/subsidiary relationship
3.15

It is therefore important in the context of this complaint to summarise the rights enshrined in
the POL shares that HMG as owner held during the Relevant Period, being:
3.15.1 50,003 ordinary shares held by BEIS, indirectly via POL’s parent until 2017; and
3.15.2 one redeemable preference share held by the Secretary of State for BEIS,
as they, in going far beyond the rights HMG required to discharge its duty as a “responsible
shareholder”, underscore why HMG/POL is no ordinary parent/subsidiary relationship.
Shareholder rights – including the “Special Shareholder”

3.16

3.17

3.18
3.19

3.20

POL’s articles of association in place during the Relevant Period confirm the extensive rights
HMG instructed its legal advisors to draft to enshrine its ability to control POL and POL’s
Board.
Article 11 in POL’s articles of association in place from 22 December 2002, until replaced by
amended articles of association adopted on 12 September 2013, is entitled “Directions of the
special shareholder” and essentially provides that:
3.17.1 POL must comply with any directions issued to it by its “Parent” – the holder of its
ordinary share capital which (as noted above) was ultimately HMG;
3.17.2 POL must furnish HMG with the information it requires in relation to past, present and
future POL activities;
3.17.3 POL must, at the request of its Parent, procure that any POL directors and senior
managers meet with BEIS or the “Special Shareholder” to discuss POL’s affairs, with
POL required to release such directors/senior managers from any duty of
confidentiality that they owe to POL for the purposes of those discussions.
The “Special Shareholder” is the Secretary of State for BEIS as holder of the “special rights
redeemable preference share” in (now called) Postal Services Holding Company Limited.
Article 11 is not, we submit, “standard drafting” for share rights that an owner enjoys over its
100% subsidiary which, for obvious reasons in a wholly owned context, can remain “plain
vanilla”. Article 11 is bespoke and highly specific drafting that HMG must have instructed its
legal advisors to draft to ensure that HMG retained absolute power as shareholder to
oversee and regulate POL at all times.
The drafting of Article 11 is, in fact, so strongly worded as to suggest that:
3.20.1 with so much power enshrined in the hands of BEIS, POL’s Board’s decision-making
authority can be “usurped” by its 100% shareholder (stretching, if not piercing
entirely, POL’s corporate veil were it shown to have taken place);
3.20.2 at the time of drafting, HMG had intended to act as a responsible shareholder by
exercising its powers to request information generally and to have meetings with
POL’s Board members and senior managers to understand POL’s operational
activities; and

11
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3.20.3 the Secretary of State for BEIS, given the incumbent’s knowledge of issues ongoing
at POL during the Relevant Period, must have exercised his/her rights as “Special
Shareholder” to request meetings and discussions with POL executives to
understand and agree to the course of action pursued by POL in relation to the
Horizon scandal.
As noted, POL adopted new articles of association on 12 September 2013. The rights of the
“Special Shareholder”, with the special rights redeemable special share now in POL’s share
capital (rather than via a parent) and held by the Secretary of State direct, were further
enhanced with Articles 10 and 11 stating:
3.21.1 that directions the “Special Shareholder” provides to POL’s holding company must be
enacted by it (Article 10(F));
3.21.2 that the Secretary of State’s written consent was required prior to:
(a)
the appointment or removal from office of any POL director (Article 10(J)(a));
(b)
the appointment or removal of the chief executive to or from POL’s Board
(Article 10(J)(b));
(c)
the entry into of any transaction that is likely to involve incurring a
commitment or liability or paying a sum in excess of £50,000,000 (Article
10(O)), which included POL’s costs to both defend the Proceedings and pay
the mediation settlement sum; and
(d)
the entry into of any transaction which is not on commercial terms and is not
considered by POL’s Board to be in the interests of that member (Article
10(P)). This suggests that there must be a cogent explanation on record of
POL’s Board’s thought process as to why the Secretary of State’s written
approval was not sought before POL brought 917 private criminal
prosecutions against SPMs, in preference to fully investigating whether the
known bugs, errors and defects in the Horizon system were in fact the root
cause of all problems.
Request for the Ombudsman:
On account of no decisions taken by HMG as shareholder ever having (to our knowledge) been made
public, the Ombudsman is requested to ask HMG to evidence precisely what action BEIS and the
Secretary of State each took in accordance with their respective rights as shareholders to oversee and
regulate POL’s heinous conduct during the Relevant Period.

HMG’s control as sole financier of POL
3.22

3.23

It must also be noted that during the Relevant Period HMG was POL’s sole finance provider.
POL had continued reliance during that time on the financial support of HMG as shareholder,
because it remained loss–making for 16 years, with income from operational activities being
insufficient to cover its outgoings, until finally turning a modest (£16m EBITDA) profit for the
first time in financial year 2016/17.
Just as a matter of common sense, it is difficult to accept that HMG, in providing substantial
taxpayer funding/transformational funds to POL during the Relevant Period (for the Horizon
system and network subsidy more generally), lacked any “soft power” to exercise to prevent
12
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POL from continuing its heinous actions (which again, to avoid any doubt, include the
wrongful prosecuting/persecuting of SPMs for “shortfalls” actually generated by known bugs,
errors and defects in the Horizon system).
The other point is that during the Relevant Period, HMG would have been providing grants to
POL to cover the public service element of its business, dealing with (for example) pensions
and National Savings schemes. The Complainants submit that POL must have made an
application to HMG for grant funding each year during the Relevant Period and that HMG
must, as part of that annual application process, have conducted a review of POL’s funding
requests and of POL’s performance against each earlier funding request(s). The funding
requests would, it is submitted, have provided HMG with an intimate knowledge of POL’s
finances and operations.
The Complainants are not aware of the precise detail of the grant funding process, however
it is understood to involve at the very least a review of the applicant’s financial position. HMG
certainly saw POL’s audited accounts, which (as noted at 3.69 below) s77 of the Postal
Services Act requires the Secretary of State to submit to Parliament. (However in approving
funding for POL, HMG would have required up-to-date financial information, and therefore it
is logical to assume that, when reviewing the financial information that POL must have
submitted, HMG would have seen the large credit balances (“discrepancies” between
Horizon records and SPM records) sitting in what independent forensic accountants Second
Sight described as a POL “suspense account”.
Again, the Complainants do not have access to any of these papers, but it is reasonable to
suggest that HMG should (at the very least) have queried the source of the “suspense
account” credits, and also the release of these amounts after three years onto POL’s profit
and loss account, to uncover the hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of pounds taken by
POL from SPMs wrongfully on account of Horizon system errors, especially given POL’s
inability to balance its financial position without those suspense account adjustments.
The Complainants allege that HMG had a financial interest in turning a blind eye to funds in
the suspense account, as the natural consequence of POL taking monies from SPMs
wrongfully (based on errors in the Horizon system) would be HMG having to make smaller
grants to a loss-making POL.
Request for the Ombudsman:
The Complainants ask the Ombudsman to request and investigate all Treasury papers related to HMG’s
funding of POL and particularly its suspense account (being applications for funding submitted by POL to
HMG as well as HMG/the Treasury’s review and conclusions in relation to such applications) during the
Relevant Period, as this is not information that the Complainants have been able to access.

HMG’s control of POL’s Board
3.28

3.29

As noted, POL’s articles of association required the consent of HMG, as shareholder, to the
appointment of any director to POL’s Board. In other words, HMG had de facto control of
POL’s Board during the Relevant Period and it was HMG’s responsibility to ensure that
POL’s Board was comprised of individuals capable of operating at the level expected of them
in the leadership and day-to-day operational oversight role they were appointed to.
According to POL’s “Terms of Reference” published in January 2013:
13
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“The Board of Post Office Limited is collectively responsible for setting the Company’s primary
business objectives, for establishing a proper governance framework to manage and monitor risk
and for ensuring that the Company has the resources and leadership required to achieve its stated
objectives. Directors’ statutory duties are set out in the Companies Act 2006. The primary duty of
the directors is to promote the success of Post Office Limited as a Company for the benefit
of its Government shareholder and the wider stakeholder community.” (emphasis added).

3.30

3.31

The Terms of Reference also confirm that, in addition to its legal duties, POL’s Board has
collective responsibility for:
3.30.1 setting POL’s risk appetite, and ensuring a proper framework exists to manage risk;
3.30.2 maintaining the reputation of the Post Office as a public institution;
3.30.3 ensuring regular and active communications with the shareholder, particularly on
POL’s performance against the Strategic Plan and other key indicators;
3.30.4 establishing a proper governance framework to manage and monitor risk; and
3.30.5 ensuring POL has the resources and leadership required to achieve its objectives.
In relation to POL’s Board having been entrusted with safeguarding the reputation of the
Post Office as a public institution, it is important to note the words of Mr Cavender QC
representing POL during the proceedings that:
“(i)f [the Complainants] were right in the broad thrust of their case [that inaccuracies in the Horizon
system had been used to persecute SPMs], this would represent an existential threat to Post
Office’s ability to continue to carry on its business throughout the UK in the way it presently does.”

The Complainants were of course proved right – but not just in the broad thrust of their case,
on very nearly every point in it.
POL’s Board composition
3.32

3.33

From April 2012 onwards (following POL’s separation from Royal Mail) HMG had a nonexecutive appointed to represent it on POL’s Board.14 HMG’s appointed representative on
POL’s Board would, for the avoidance of doubt:
3.32.1 attend and contribute towards the outcome at POL’s Board meetings;
3.32.2 be privy to all POL’s board level discussions and advice;
3.32.3 be privy to all external advice received by POL’s Board in relation to the Horizon
scandal and POL’s improper litigation strategy; and
3.32.4 be required, above all, to carry out the functions of a non-executive director.
Between 2012 and 2019, POL’s Board, according to its audited accounts, had:
3.33.1 60 regular board meetings (an average of 8.5 per year); and
3.33.2 11 extraordinary board meetings (all from 2015 onwards).

HMG’s current representative on POL’s Board is Tom Cooper (2018 onwards). Prior to that, HMG’s representative
was Richard Calland (2014 – 2018) and before that it was Susannah Storey (2012 – 2014) (who joined the ShEx in
2006 having worked in investment banking at Citigroup and Schroders, specialising in UK corporate finance).
14
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HMG’s representative was in attendance at 70 of those meetings (an impressive 98.6% of
meetings overall). Had it not been for Tom Cooper not having attended one of the four
extraordinary POL Board meetings held in 2018/2019, HMG’s attendance record would be
100%.
It is therefore entirely reasonable, and in fact only logical, to conclude that HMG through its
representative on POL’s Board was fully aware of every single concern raised, decision
made and action taken by the “public corporation” during the Relevant Period in relation to
the Horizon scandal and the improper litigation strategy POL pursued. In other words, it is
not credible for HMG to continue to maintain that it sought assurances from POL’s Board on
Horizon-related matters that have since proven false: HMG was represented on POL’s Board
throughout!
For completeness, prior to representation on POL’s Board in April 2012, HMG was advised
on its relationship with POL by the Shareholder Executive (“ShEx”), an advisory body
established within BEIS, Lord Callanan confirming in the House of Lords on 6 July 2020 that
the ShEx “provided a monitoring function and reported to the relevant department (BEIS, BIS, BERR and
DTI)” in respect of POL.
Role of HMG’s non-executive director on POL’s Board

3.37
3.38
3.39

The responsibility/role of a non-executive director on any board includes monitoring the
executive directors and acting in the best interests of the company’s stakeholders.
We say that there must, given the relationship, have been regular and active
communications between POL’s Board and HMG during the Relevant Period.
We further say that HMG, through its representative, had tacit or constructive knowledge of
the thought processes underpinning all decisions made and actions taken by POL’s Board
during the Relevant Period and that it was HMG’s obligation (as shareholder, de facto
controller of POL’s Board/executive and sole funder) to oversee and regulate its wholly
owned subsidiary during that time to prevent POL’s heinous conduct which damaged the
Complainants so profoundly.
Request for the Ombudsman:
HMG treats correspondence between BEIS and POL as covered by legal privilege and thus incapable of
disclosure. The Ombudsman is therefore asked to request from:
(1) POL, unredacted copies of all meetings of POL’s Board held during the Relevant Period, as well
as emails and other correspondence between HMG’s representative and the persons that HMG’s
representative reported to at HMG, in relation to the Horizon scandal and POL’s improper
litigation strategy;
(2) HMG and HMG’s representative, details of what they knew, what they challenged the executive
directors on and what they reported back to HMG in order to make public POL’s decision-making
in relation to the Horizon scandal and POL’s improper litigation strategy; and
(3) HMG’s representative on POL’s Board evidence in support of the fact that they complied with and
did not breach their duties as director, including in particular their duty under section 172 of the
Companies Act 2006 to consider the impact of decisions in relation to the Horizon scandal and
POL’s improper litigation strategy on all stakeholders.
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Audit, Risk & Compliance Committee (ARCC)
3.40
3.41

In addition to a representative on POL’s Board, HMG has also had a representative on
POL’s ARCC since April 2012.
POL’s ARCC is tasked with managing POL’s operational, commercial, reputational and other
risk, with risk defined in POL’s 2017/2018 accounts as “anything that can adversely affect [POL’s]
ability to meet its objectives, maintain its reputation and comply with regulatory standard”.

3.42

3.43

3.44

3.45
3.46

According to POL’s audited accounts, the ARCC met 35 times between 2012 and 2019 (on
average five times a year) with HMG’s representative on POL’s Board in attendance at 28 of
these meetings (80%). HMG’s representative on POL’s Board does not appear to have been
in attendance at early ARCC meetings in 2012/2013, however we understand that POL’s
CEO, Paula Vennells, and POL’s Chairman, Alice Perkins, were in attendance.
Under POL’s Board’s Terms of Reference effective from 23 January 2013, the ARCC’s
duties and responsibilities include:
3.43.1 reporting to POL’s Board on significant financial reporting issues;
3.43.2 approving statements for the Annual Report concerning internal controls and risk
management;
3.43.3 overall risk management, strategy and appetite/tolerance;
3.43.4 legal, regulatory and any other matters that may impact materially on POL’s financial
statements; and
3.43.5 a summary of frauds, thefts and other irregularities of any size.
POL’s ARCC is authorised by its terms of reference to:
3.44.1 obtain at POL’s expense independent legal, accounting or other professional advice
on any matter if it believes is necessary; and
3.44.2 conduct or authorise investigations into any matters within the ARCC’s scope of
responsibilities.
POL’s ARCC members are selected by POL’s Board and the ARCC has included the HMGrepresentative on POL’s Board since April 2012.
To the extent that there was risk to the Post Office, its reputation or its stakeholders
(including HMG as shareholder, the SPMs running its network and the wider public), then the
matter would be discussed by the ARCC. The ARCC must15 therefore have discussed at
some stage the following items as major risk issues that require the executive oversight of
POL’s Board (as they go well beyond day-to-day operational matters):
3.46.1 alleged theft by a large number of SPMs: covering:
(a)
not only the astonishing prevalence of new fraudulent SPM cases that
happened to coincide with the introduction of the Horizon system; but
(b)
more importantly the sudden (almost complete) drop in the number of cases
of SPMs being prosecuted during the middle of 2013 onwards16;

Bearing in mind also that the backdrop during the Relevant Period was HMG’s increased focus on encouraging
good corporate governance generally.
16 POL prosecuted on average 50 SPMs a year during the Relevant Period (sometimes more, sometimes less) until
2013 when the number dropped to 27. From 2014 to 2020, POL only prosecuted four SPMs, with all four
prosecutions taking place during 2015.
15
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defects in Horizon: executive time spent denying the existence of known bugs,
errors and defects in the Horizon system in order to prosecute SPMs and then
continue prosecuting SPMs year on year; and
major litigation: devising and following a litigation strategy designed to ensure that
POL (and ultimately HMG as its owner) could not be held to account for inaccurate
or patently dishonest statements and denials over almost two decades in relation to
the bugs, errors and defects in the Horizon System and remote access to that
system by the operatives from Fujitsu who designed it and maintained it on POL’s
behalf.

Request for the Ombudsman:
To ask HMG and POL for unredacted copies of all ARCC meeting minutes during the Relevant Period in
order to bring into the open:
(a) precisely what HMG’s representative on POL’s ARCC knew, with the Ombudsman asked to
investigate why in particular all of a sudden half way through 2013, POL stopped prosecuting
SPMs – seeking to establish (i) why that decision was taken, (ii) who was involved in that
decision, (iii) what documentation there was in relation to that decision and (iv) which HMG
representative was involved or had sight or knowledge of it;
(b) the ARCC decisions HMG’s representative took or was influential in taking in relation to risk
associated with the Horizon scandal and the improper litigation strategy pursued;
(c) the risk related to the Horizon scandal and improper litigation strategy that its representative
brought to the attention of HMG; and
(d) why, given all the information available publically and privately to HMG and POL, it took until 2017
for POL’s published accounts to disclose risk associated with the Horizon scandal.

Minister responsible for Postal Services17
3.47

It is also important to note that over the Relevant Period, HMG had a Minister within BEIS
whose brief included responsibility for the postal services/postal affairs more generally. The
relevant Minister was not, to be clear, responsible for protecting POL as the corporate entity
that ran the postal service for the benefit of the nation, yet that is how HMG used the Minister
with regard to Horizon issues.
HMG’s internal and external shareholder advisors

3.48

Throughout the Relevant Period, HMG not only had absolute control of POL, it also stood in
the position of an extremely well informed shareholder/owner via:
3.48.1 its in-house corporate finance advisor, the ShEx until 2016;
3.48.2 its external “asset manager” UK Government Investments Limited (“UGKI”)
thereafter; and

17

Including Paul Scully (13 February 2020 to date), Kelly Tolhurst (July 2018 to February 2020), Andrew Griffiths
(Jan 2018 to July 2018), Margot James (2016 to 2018), Anna Soubry (May 2015 to July 2016), Jo Swinson (June
2014 to May 2015), Norman Lamb (Feb 2012 to 2015), Edward Davey (2010 to 2012), Alun Michael (May 2005 to
May 2006), Jacqui Smith (June 2003 to May 2005), Stephen Timms (June 2003 to September 2004).
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3.48.3 the Principal Accounting Officer, responsible (ultimately to Parliament) for public
funds spent by BEIS on its investments.
Each of the three is described further below.
ShEx – HMG’s internal shareholder advisor (2003 to 2016)

3.50

3.51

3.52

3.53

3.54

3.55

The ShEx was an advisory body established within BEIS, essentially HMG’s internal
shareholder adviser, described in its 2013/14 annual review as:
3.50.1 helping HMG to be “a highly active shareholder to improve capability, efficiency
and effectiveness of Government-owned bodies” (emphasis added);
3.50.2 playing “an important role in providing high-quality corporate finance advice across
Government”; and
3.50.3 “an exemplar for the modern civil service”.
The high quality corporate finance advice that the ShEx provided to BEIS on its investments
came from a 50:50 mix of ministers and a stellar roster of corporate finance specialists from
City financial institutions on three-year contracts, as well as law firms secondees.
The ShEx operated in three roles:
3.52.1 an executive role, with the ShEx accountable to ministers directly;
3.52.2 a joint team role, with the ShEx working alongside shareholder teams in
departments;
3.52.3 an advisory role, with the ShEx advising shareholder teams within departments.
However, beyond information published on the calibre of the ShEx’s advisors and the quality
of its advice on offer to BEIS, none of the strategic advice that the ShEx was asked to
provide, or provided to, BEIS in relation to POL and the Horizon scandal has ever (to our
knowledge) been made public.
It seems unlikely that HMG did not seek advice from the ShEx in relation to POL at any point
in the Relevant Period. That as an outcome would be completely contrary to HMG’s
purported status as a responsible owner with a duty to oversee and regulate its subsidiary
entrusted with a valuable national asset, nevermind one holding itself out as a “highly active”
shareholder. In fact, it would have constituted almost unfathomable incompetence for HMG
not to seek that strategic advice from its (captive) in-house adviser, considering the cost of
securing equivalent professional advice in the commercial world.
We say that the only logical conclusion is that HMG sought and received advice from the
ShEx in relation to POL during the Relevant Period. Our further contention is that the ShEx’s
strategic advice ran along the lines that BEIS and its Secretary of State should not take steps
at any point from which it could be inferred that HMG had acted to oversee and regulate
POL, but should instead hold at all costs the line that HMG was concerned only in structural
issues at POL and that it had no involvement or influence over POL operational matters,
which remained the exclusive preserve of POL’s Board. We suggest that the ShEx advised
that by maintaining the sanctity of the “arm’s length body” label applied to POL, HMG could
successfully distance itself publicly from POL’s heinous conduct, which damaged the
Complainants so profoundly throughout the Relevant Period.
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Request for the Ombudsman:
It seems improbable, if HMG was behaving as a responsible and highly active shareholder, that ShEx’s
advice in relation to POL was neither sought nor given. It seems probable that HMG was advised by the
ShEx to adopt a policy of “active disengagement”, to intentionally ignore the Horizon-related issues
ongoing at POL in the hope that the “tiny” amount of SPM cases die down, and that when it became
apparent fairly quickly thereafter that this was not the direction of travel, that HMG was advised by the
ShEx to create distance between itself and POL.
Again the Ombudsman is asked to investigate the requests for advice HMG made of the ShEx, as well as
the advice given by the ShEx to HMG, specifically in the context of the Horizon scandal and POL litigation
strategy.

UKGI (April 2016 – present)
3.56

3.57

3.58

In April 2016, the ShEx merged with the Treasury-owned UK Financial Investments Limited,
the investment vehicle HMG set up to hold the shares it acquired in UK banks during the
2008 financial crash, to form UK Government Investments Limited (“UKGI”).
UKGI was engaged by BEIS to manage its investments, monitor its portfolio of businesses
and work with management teams to help businesses operate as commercially as possible
and optimise performance.
In other words, in April 2016, HMG began a process of putting “clear blue water” between it
and its wholly owned subsidiary by outsourcing its responsibilities to oversee and regulate
POL, as a highly active shareholder, to UKGI. This is made clear on page 23 of POL’s
audited accounts for 2016/2017 which states:
“Neither Postal Services Holding Company nor BEIS, through [UKGI], have any day to day
involvement in the operations of the Post Office or in the management of its branch network and
staff. However, UKGI has the right to appoint non-executive directors to the board. Richard Callard
is the current representative of UKGI on the board.”

3.59

3.60

The Ombudsman is referred to Schedule 2 for a list of Freedom of Information (“FoI”)
requests submitted to determine the precise relationship, knowledge and awareness HMG
had in relation to POL through its relationship with UKGI. Unfortunately all requests for
information submitted remain unanswered as at the date of this complaint.
As discussed further at 6, it has not escaped notice that up until almost immediately before
the Horizon Issues judgment was handed down on 16 December 2019, the relationship
between UKGI and HMG remained undocumented.
BEIS’s Principal Accounting Officer (“PAO”) - responsible for HMG investments

3.61

Lord Callanan responded as follows to the question raised in the House of Lords on 6 July
2020 “what are the responsibilities of the [BEIS] Accounting Officer with responsibility for the
Post Office?”
“The responsibilities of [PAOs] are set out in Managing Public Money. For [POL] the PAO is the
BEIS Permanent Secretary. Specifically, the PAO is accountable to Parliament in respect of POL
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and for ensuring that arrangements are in place for shareholder oversight of POL. The PAO is also
responsible for advising the responsible minister, including in areas such as:
(i)
an appropriate framework of objectives and targets for POL in the light of BEIS’s
wider strategic aims and priorities;
(ii)
an appropriate allocation of BEIS’ budget for POL in light of BEIS’s wider
strategic aims and priorities; and
(iii)
how well POL is achieving its strategic objectives and if it is delivering value”

3.62

3.63

Lord Callanan’s response is not accurate. The POA responsibilities he quotes are in fact
those taken from the “Post Office Limited: Shareholder Relationship Framework Document”
that was finally put in place between BEIS and POL only four months’ earlier in March 2020.
In the “Managing Public Money” document referred to by Lord Callanan, which would have
been in force during the Relevant Period, the responsibility of the role of BEIS’s Permanent
Secretary as POA is much more clearly defined, and includes “acting within the authority of the
minister(s) to whom he or she is responsible, the accounting officer should ensure that the organisation, and
any ALBs it sponsors [ie POL], operates effectively and to a high standard of probity” in relation to the

following heads of responsibility:
 governance (including treating business counterparties fairly, honestly and with
integrity as well as giving timely, transparent and realistic accounts of business and
decisions, underpinning public confidence);


3.64

3.65

decision-making (including taking a balanced view of the organisation’s approach
to managing opportunity and risk); and
 financial management (including using its resources efficiently, economically and
effectively, avoiding waste and extravagance).
Whether unintentionally or deliberately, Lord Callanan’s inaccurate response provides a
restricted definition of what Alex Chisholm as POA was supposed to be doing during the
Relevant Period. There is, we submit, an inherent dishonesty in HMG replies that seem
happy to reinterpret events at a later stage in the light of documents and policies that simply
were not in place at the time.18
Putting that to one side, it is the role of BEIS’s PAO in accounting for POL’s use of
HMG/taxpayers’ funds to judge for themselves the level of intervention they19 are required to

18

There are other examples, including the response by BEIS Secretary of State Paul Scully to a written questions
submitted by Mr Kevan Jones on 7 October 2020, which holds the usual line in seeking to disassociate HMG from
POL’s actions during the Relevant Period:
“Question - To ask the Secretary of State for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, whether a Ministerial
Direction was ever sought by his Department's Accounting Officer on the regularity, propriety, value for
money or feasibility in respect of spending incurred by Post Office Limited during its Horizon IT system
litigation case.
Minister’s Answer - No Ministerial Direction was sought on this matter. Post Office Limited (POL) handled
the defence of the Group Litigation as operational matters are an exclusive responsibility for the Company,
as outlined in the Framework Document.”
This again is disingenuous given that the Framework Document referred to was (as we note further on) only adopted
by HMG and POL on 25 March 2020, more than four months after release of the Judgments.
19 According to the BEIS Accounting Officer System Statement 2018, BEIS’s PAO is not one person alone
responsible for monitoring all of BEIS’s investments but has help, noting that “For those organisations with a more
significant budget share and associated risks [such as POL] an internal audit function exists to provide independent
assurance over the work of the organisation, with a representative of internal audit regularly attending meetings of the
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make in POL as an “arm’s length body”.
BEIS’s Annual Report and Accounts for 2015-2016 confirm HMG, as shareholder,
intervening in POL’s affairs when its PAO seeks restatement of provisions in POL’s 20142015 accounts:
“During the year, [POL] identified that its provision for compensation for postmasters under its
network transformation programme was materially understated in its accounts as at September
2014 and March 2015. The error did not impact any payments and related only to the timing of
recognition of the liability. [POL] corrected this error in its September 2015 interim accounts. As
soon as the Department [BEIS] became aware of the error, through our shareholder relationship
with [POL] we sought evidence and assurance at varied levels in the business, including the
recently appointed Chief Finance Officer, that [POL] was taking action to resolve the error and
addressing the underlying causes which led to it. [POL] is subsequently implementing ongoing
improvements, involving the introduction of new internal systems and processes and a review of
financial accountabilities, led by the Chief Finance Officer.”

3.67

It is also clear, in a letter to POL dated 3 January 2019, that BEIS’s PAO (Alex Chisholm)
took an active interest in POL’s use of HMG resources to fund its litigation strategy:
“In your recent funding request, you indicated that you intended to use BEIS funds for nontransformation related spend specifically in relation to the ongoing Horizon Litigation. I understand
that this is now no longer the case and UKGI have communicated to your team the requirement for
BEIS funding only to be used against those projects which are related to transformation or
approved investment activities”20

3.68

To the following question put by Lord Arbuthnot of Edrom:
“… whether the Accounting Officer with responsibility for the Post Office has played any role in
advising ministers on the Government’s policy in relation to (1) the faults in Horizon software; (2)
the treatment by the Post Office of sub-postmasters in relation to allegations of alleged criminal
behaviour by sub-postmasters; (3) the sub-postmasters’ litigation against the Post Office; and (4)
the establishment of the review into the Horizon issues.”

Lord Callanan responded as follows:
“The Principal Accounting Officer (PAO) responsible for Post Office Ltd. (POL) is the BEIS
Permanent Secretary. Issues regarding POL’s IT system and its relationship with postmasters are
operational matters in which the PAO and Ministers relied on information provided by POL senior
management. Following the Common Issues Judgment in March 2019, POL advised Ministers that

assurance board. This independent assurance provides a valuable link into the assurance needs of the Principal
Accounting Officer.”
20
It is interesting to note that POL’s then CEO Paula Vennells responded on 8 January 2019 to confirm that: “I will
ensure we make it clear that the source of funds for GLO work is Post Office, not Government. When this was
brought to our attention in December we removed the £2.4m from our quarterly request. We will not include GLO
spend in future funding requests and will confirm this quarterly, agreeing the wording with UKGI as requested.
Furthermore, to ensure that the distinction is absolute and consistent, I have asked Al Cameron, CFOO, to arrange
for £2.3m to be returned to BEIS: the GLO was listed in our earlier reporting and we received funding from you of
£2.3m for Q2.”
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it intended to change its approach to the litigation. This included changes to the POL legal team
and strategy, and ultimately led to the successful mediation in December 2019. The Independent
Review into Post Office and the issues highlighted by the litigation was approved within
Government at all levels, including by the BEIS Permanent Secretary.”
Request for the Ombudsman:
The Ombudsman is asked to please investigate Lord Arbuthnot’s questions (1) to (4) above. Given the
amount of taxpayers’ funds HMG contributed to POL during the Relevant Period, and “existential threat” to
POL if the Complainants’ assertions in respect of the Horizon system’s inaccuracies had been correct,
these must be capable of a clear answer, which, with respect, Lord Callanan’s response is not.

Postal Services Act 2000 (as amended by the Postal Services Act 2011)
3.69

3.70

Section 77 of the Postal Services Act 2000 requires:
3.69.1 POL, because of its ownership structure, to send the Secretary of State a copy of its
annual accounts together with the auditor’s report; and
3.69.2 the Secretary of State to lay a copy of those accounts and the auditor’s report before
each House of Parliament.
It is worth noting that the 2015/16 accounts of POL’s former parent company (also subject to
section 77 of the Postal Services Act 2000) recognised the potential risk POL faced from the
Horizon scandal as follows:
“IT Transformation may not be delivered in full due to the level of complexity of replacing legacy
IT”, which “could result in systems infrastructure that are not fit for purpose, may add costs and
lead to business interruption.”

3.71

This shows publically quite how clear the failings of Horizon, into which a staggering amount
of public money was poured, were made plain to both the Secretary of State and to HMG.
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3B

THE MYTH OF POL’S CORPORATE INDEPENDENCE FROM HMG

3.72

HMG, despite the volume of evidence to the contrary, maintained a persistent denial of any
responsibility to oversee and regulate POL during the Relevant Period.
In its response to numerous MP complaints made on behalf of constituents over the years,
as well as those of the JFSA, HMG falls back on two convenient main themes to absolve
itself of responsibility for having failed to oversee and regulate POL during the Relevant
Period:
3.73.1 operation control: that HMG exercises a strategic function in relation to POL as
shareholder but has no control over POL’s day-to-day operational matters, for which
POL’s Board has responsibility and substantial independence – with HMG referring
to POL publicly as a “partner organisation”, an “arm’s length body” (“ALB”)21 and a
“public corporation”22; and
3.73.2 assurances sought: that HMG sought and received assurances from POL in
relation to (in particular) POL’s continued denial of any deficiencies in the Horizon
system and concerns over POL’s pursuit of an aggressive asset recovery strategy
against SPMs.
Neither denial of responsibility stands up to scrutiny.

3.73

3.74

POL as an “arm’s length body”
3.75
3.76

3.77

3.78

There is no coherent definition of an ALB or “partner organisation”, or the level of oversight
HMG should exercise in respect of either.
The “arm’s length” label HMG applies to POL is convenient in Parliament and beyond, but it
ignores HMG’s extensive powers over POL as its owner, financier and controller of POL’s
Board, as well as HMG’s representation on POL’s Board and on POL’s ARCC, as it does the
strategic shareholder advice that we say HMG received from ShEx/UKGI in respect of POL.
It also conveniently ignores the fact that, whilst POL’s day-to-day running was a matter for its
board, HMG was involved by implication – HMG having responsibility for implementing and
monitoring the strategy POL operated to and was measured by (setting performance targets
in relation to the c11,500 Post Office branches POL ran and determining the grant funding
POL received by reference to whether or not those performance targets were met).
In short, the term does not absolve HMG of responsibility for the oversight and regulation of
POL during the Relevant Period.

HMG’s position during the Relevant Period, which became almost a mantra, is encapsulated by the Parliament
Under-Secretary of State for Business Innovation and Skills, Jo Swinson MP, who stated in Parliament on 9 July
2013 that: “[POL] operates at arm’s length as an independent commercial business. The Government do not play any
role in operational matters.”
22 BEIS 2018 Accounting Officer System Statement. “I would also add that Post Office Ltd, the corporate Defendant
in these proceedings, is ultimately owned by the Government, admittedly through a corporate chain and a
Government Department. It therefore either is, or shares a large number of features with, a public body. That is not to
say that its decisions are subject (for example) to judicial review (and that point was not argued at all, so I am not
expressing any view) but it cannot be seen as entirely private and wholly commercial.” Mr Justice Fraser in
the Common Issues trial judgment at 730.
21
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Assurances sought
3.79

In the Common Issues judgment, Mr Justice Fraser found from the evidence POL presented
at trial examples of, in his judgment that “[t]here seems to be a culture of secrecy and excessive
confidentiality generally within the Post Office, but particularly focused on Horizon”.

3.80

3.81

3.82

3.83

3.84

3.85

If HMG was completely unaware of underlying operational issues at POL, a position refuted
by the facts (including matters brought to HMG’s attention), then it follows logically that
HMG’s non-executive representative on POL’s Board failed to discharge his/her duties as a
director to POL, in not adequately challenging POL’s Board over the years and to HMG, as
shareholder/stakeholder, in failing to report any concerns related to the poor condition of the
Horizon system identified in reports (discussed at 3.85 and further at 4). HMG’s
representative on POL’s Board would have seen and been aware of the Horizon scandal and
improper litigation strategy generally.
Simply seeking assurance from POL’s Board is convenient, but it ignores HMG’s ability to
carry out its own independent investigation and analysis of POL in relation to the Horizonrelated issues brought to its attention during the Relevant Period on multiple occasions, by a
great many different sources and often repeatedly (including by MPs, by the JFSA, during
discussions in Parliament, during (recorded) select committee hearings and as a result of
campaigns led by MP’s Kevan Jones, James Arbuthnot (now Lord Arbuthnot of Edrom),
Oliver Letwin and Andrew Bridgen on behalf of concerned constituents). None of these
points were ever dealt with properly by HMG.
Our submission is that POL’s separate legal personality has been a flag of convenience for
HMG, used to ensure that, in the public’s mind at least, POL was and continues to be seen
as having operated entirely at arm’s length from HMG in relation to the Horizon scandal.
Successive BEIS Minister statements in Parliament over the years have, we further submit,
amounted to a continued misleading of Parliament as to what in practice HMG’s role was in
overseeing and regulating POL for its heinous actions brought to HMG’s attention time and
time again. And again to be clear, POL had grounds for deliberately seeking to mislead
Parliament through the BEIS Minister in covering up its knowledge of genuine complaints
about known bugs, errors and defects in the Horizon system and POL’s inability to balance
its books (evident from a suspense account that there should never have been a need to
create, let alone maintain).
We say that HMG had a clear duty to investigate fully all the issues and concerns brought to
its attention with POL’s conduct in relation to the Horizon system emanating from its use of
£1 billion of taxpayers’ money to acquire that system in 1999 and untold additional taxpayer
funds spent on adapting/developing the system with IT “patches” to ensure the interface
between the acquired Horizon system and existing Post Office system operated properly.
HMG had a duty to investigate POL when the concerns over whether the Horizon system
was in fact “fit for purpose” were know to it in 2012/2013, as Lord Callanan confirmed. That
duty cannot be said to have been discharged by HMG taking the word of POL’s Board as
gospel truth, certainly not at any time after:
3.85.1
the Ernst & Young management letter for the year ended 27 March 2011
addressed to POL’s Board raised concerns over “privileged access rights” to
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SPM branch accounts through the Horizon system, a point consistently denied
by POL;23
3.85.2
the appointment of Second Sight in 2012 at the insistence of MPs to conduct an
independent review of Horizon;
3.85.3
publication of the Detica BAE System report on 1 October 2013; or
3.85.4
the Second Sight Interim Report produced on 8 July 2013 confirming that branch
records could be accessed remotely.
Those expensive reports and conclusions into issues ongoing at POL in relation to Horizon
were effectively funded by HMG as shareholder and their conclusions were available to and
discussed by POL’s Board and POL’s ARCC, each with HMG’s representative on them.
It is also telling in this respect, as we discuss further at 6, that despite HMG advancing
substantial amounts of taxpayers’ funds to POL and HMG’s knowledge of the Horizon
scandal, it was only immediately prior to the Horizon Issues judgment being handed down
that HMG put in place with UKGI a much discussed Memorandum of Understanding to
essentially govern/delineate its shareholder relationship with POL going forwards.
Request for the Ombudsman:
The Ombudsman is asked to: obtain all external reports relating to the Horizon system produced for POL
during the Relevant Period; clarify who commissioned each report and what committee(s) each report was
presented to, and to seek copies of minutes of POL meetings at which each report was discussed.

“During our walkthrough of user administration of the front end of Credence [POL management data] we noted
several users with administrator rights, including some generic users (this is noted below as a separate
point). These users have the access rights to create and amend reports, including those which may be relied
upon for audit evidence. These users can change report design, and processing without documented request,
test or approval. When users have the rights to change reports that are used by the business for
reconciliation, exception reporting or other processing, there is the risk that the reports are manipulated either
intentionally or accidentally.” The management data was found “not entirely reliable” by Mr Justice Fraser in the
Horizon Issues judgment at 917.
23
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4

HMG MALADMINISTRATION (1): POL’S CONDUCT

4.1

This section 4 summarises the heinous POL conduct complained of under two headings:
4.1.1 “the Horizon scandal”: the matters of public record that led to the Proceedings,
essentially POL’s conduct as described in the GLO’s “Defining Issues” - which,
although determined at the outset of the case, were almost exactly as Mr Justice
Fraser found in his judgement – and which, on account of POL acting with impunity
towards them throughout the Relevant Period, resulted in the Complainants suffering
loss:


“inappropriately attributed to them and/or inappropriately recovered alleged shortfalls in branch
accounts from them;



suspended them, terminated or induced their resignation from their appointments or
engagements, for a reason related to inappropriately alleged shortfalls in their branch
accounts;
pursued civil or bankruptcy proceedings, criminal prosecutions and/or restraint applications
against them for a reason related to inappropriately alleged shortfalls, and/or;





sought to do any of the foregoing for a reason related to inappropriately alleged shortfalls in
their branch’s accounts;” and

“the improper litigation strategy” adopted by POL and (we say) sanctioned and
funded for the most part by HMG despite its awareness of the Horizon scandal. This
covers the improper and deliberately aggressive litigation strategy:
(a)
designed by POL with assistance from professional strategists to run the
Complainants funding dry and force them to settle in mediation; and
(b)
deployed by POL and sanctioned by HMG despite both POL and HMG’s
awareness of the bugs, errors and defects in the Horizon System giving rise
to the shortfalls and discrepancies that the Complainants were pursued for.
Section 5 evidences HMG’s actual or constructive knowledge of POL’s conduct complained
of, conduct which HMG could have and should have taken steps to prevent POL from
pursuing.
4.1.2

4.2
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POL’s conduct in the Horizon scandal
4.3

The heinous POL conduct HMG was actually aware of can be summarised as follows:

No.
1.

POL Conduct

Reference

Date

Terminating outdated contracts without evidence or investigation24
POL Audit and Investigations threatened SPMs who questioned the accuracy of Horizon-generated figures produced in evidence of shortfalls/accounting irregularities in branch
accounts. POL would simply threaten to terminate an SPM’s contract unless figures were reconciled.25
POL was shown to behave “with impunity and oppressively”26 towards SPMs in relation to their contracts. These were contracts POL often denied SPMs the opportunity to read,
presenting them instead with a “letter of appointment” to sign.
Mr Justice Fraser found the contracts POL threatened to terminate to be “relational” between the parties with an implied duty of good faith.27

“The Post Office’s approach to [notifying SPMs of discrepancies in branch accounts generated by bugs in Horizon], in my judgment, entirely misses the point. In my judgment,
the above passages are simply extraordinary. Two of the documents above are dated 2010, some 9 years ago. The PEAK is from 2004, 15 years ago. Their contents support the
claimants’ case on the Horizon Issues. Fujitsu knew to take Callendar Square as an example that this bug existed in Horizon. They knew that it had affected branch accounts. It
was not, as the Post Office puts it “unnecessary and inappropriate” to notify SPMs of this. I have listed the points on this bug at [425] above omitted by Mr Godeseth from his
written evidence. Those same points all lead to the same conclusion in my judgment, namely that the Post Office ought to have notified, at the very least, all those SPMs whose
branch accounts had been impacted by this bug that this had occurred, and that it had occurred as a result of a software bug. The fact that the integrity of Horizon data was a live
issue at this time should not have influenced the decision to notify SPMs of a software bug. Further, the Post Office’s explanation in its submissions that SPMs had their accounts
“corrected in the ordinary course” is not a suitable phrase, unless by “ordinary course” one means keeping the cause or reason for the correction secret and therefore hidden
from the other party in the accounting transaction, namely the SPM. Also, one is not educating users in the details and terminology of the system (as suggested by Dr W orden) if
one informs them that there is a software bug in the system and its symptoms are as follows. This is relevant to Horizon Issue 2, namely whether the Horizon IT system itself
alerted SPMs of such bugs, errors or defects as described in Issue 1 above and if so how, and also Horizon Issue 9, which concerns transaction data and reporting functions
available to SPMs. It is also relevant to Dr Worden’s consideration of countermeasures, which he considers includes vigilance by users (which means SPMs).” Mr Justice Fraser in
the Horizon Issues trial judgment at 442.
25 “In any event, [POL witness Mrs Helen Dickinson] evidence does demonstrate the Post Office’s default position regarding their SPMs. This is that shortfalls and discrepancies
are not caused by the Horizon system, therefore those that do occur can only be the responsibility of SPMs. This conclusion means that the Post Office fraud prevention and debt
recovery procedures will be used against SPMs in this position, unless an SPM can show that the shortfall or discrepancy was not their fault. Whether this is justified will only be
resolved after further trials, and this judgment does not contain findings on breach, loss or causation.” Mr Justice Fraser in the Common Issues trial judgment at 462.
26 Mr Justice Fraser in the Common Issues trial judgment at 722.
24
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Failure to investigate the Horizon system once POL became aware it was “not fit for purpose” followed by a persistent denial/cover up of errors shown to POL by the
system’s maker and operator Fujitsu
1.Edward Davey MP, BEIS responded to Alan Bates, JFSA on 7 December 2010 as follows:
“I recognise that the core of the JFSA's concerns relates to the Horizon system to which you attribute the financial discrepancies and shortages which have led to a
number of subpostmasters having their contracts terminated and subsequent court action. However POL continues to express full confidence in the integrity and
robustness of the Horizon system and also categorically states that there is no remote access to the system or to individual branch terminals which would allow accounting
records to be manipulated in any way. In addition, I understand that all system activity, down to the individual key stroke, is also recorded into a separate vaulted
transaction file with every record encrypted and written to the log and with each record having a unique incrementing sequence number. This log is retained on a separate
server independent of Horizon for at least seven years, cannot be altered in any way and all access to it is securely controlled. This approach is consistent with that of
banking systems and provides a fully secure audit file which can show all system activity in a particular branch.”
2.During the Relevant Period, POL maintained a denial of Horizon system errors shown to it by Fujitsu without investigating, publishing or correcting errors made known to POL’s
Board in reports produced by Ernst & Young, Detica, and Second Sight (referred to below).28
Other evidence includes the expert report of Professor Charles McLachlan, Amsphere Consulting Ltd dated 4 October 2010 provided under oath in the trial of SPM Seema Misra29.
Specifically, POL continued to maintain until the Proceedings that the Horizon system could not be accessed remotely by Fujitsu operatives.30

“In all the circumstances therefore, and in the context of the commercial relationship between each SPM and the Post Office, I find that these were relational contracts. I find that
this means the contracts included an implied obligation of good faith. This means that both the parties must refrain from conduct which in the relevant context would be regarded as
commercially unacceptable by reasonable and honest people. Transparency, co-operation, and trust and confidence are, in my judgment, implicit within the implied obligation of
good faith.” Mr Justice Fraser in the Common Issues trial judgment at 738.
28 “A theme contained within some of the internal documents is an extreme sensitivity (seeming to verge, on occasion, to institutional paranoia) concerning any information that
may throw doubt on the reputation of Horizon, or expose it to further scrutiny." Mr Justice Fraser in the Horizon Issues trial judgment at 946.
29 Providing numerous/detailed incidences of the Horizon system’s failings and POL’s unwillingness to engage/acknowledge faults drawn to its attention (at 2.2.1), the magnitude of
Horizon discrepancies (at 4.10) and the POL investigation team internal guidance to automatically rule out the Horizon system as the root cause of failures (at 4.11).
30
“I find as a fact that Fujitsu do have the ability to insert transactions into branch accounts on a remote basis (in other words, remote access as the Post Office defined it in
opening submissions existed) and this could be done without these being visible to the SPM in that branch in question, either at the time or subsequently. It also follows that this
could be done without an SPM in this position having knowledge of this, and therefore without consenting to it. Someone who does not know something is happening
cannot give permission for it to happen. Mr Godeseth also gave important evidence about how such transactions would appear. It is not possible to say, in blanket terms, that
27
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The Judgments record POL’s awareness of (i) “bugs, errors and defects” in the Horizon system from early on and (ii) the fact that over 70 system operatives at
Fujitsu could access the Horizon system remotely and amend branch accounting entries at will. That is not just without a SPM’s knowledge, it is without any access
records or logs of the operatives having done so.
3.

Bringing private criminal prosecutions and adopting an aggressive asset recovery strategy against SPMs wrongfully without full investigation (as required by POL’s
internal guidelines) to establish whether discrepancies were system errors or genuine loss had occurred.
3.POL/POL Audit and Investigations took advantage of its position31 using its power32 to:
1.

intimidate vulnerable SPMs who were threatened in isolation, often without access to legal representation, into making confessions under duress;

2.

bankrupt SPMs without cause in cases where POL was the petitioning creditor;33

3.

abusing the court system to bring hundreds of private criminal prosecutions as a means of asset recovery and cheaper alternative to civil litigation (securing wrongful
convictions for fraud and theft as well as under the technical charge of false accounting to recover any shortfall shown on Horizon under the Proceeds of Crime Act),

despite POL’s knowledge of the Horizon system’s failings and the “debts” in question being pursued without investigation or verification.
4.

POL’s corporate culture translating into actions that amount to a concerted “cover up” throughout:
4.

1.

first suppressing and then rebutting/denying independent forensic accountants Second Sight’s report into the systemic flaws/failures/problems in the Horizon system
(despite knowing of its bugs, errors and defects), concluding in POL terminating Second Sight’s appointment before their second report was to be published;34

2.

acting with impunity to subjugate, disrupt and ultimately terminate the Interim Mediation Process that Parliament and the JFSA had agreed take place with SPMs in 2015;

permission was not sought and/or given in some cases. Indeed, Dr Worden accepted that the APPSUP permissions meant that – as he put it – Fujitsu personnel could do “pretty
much anything”.” Mr Justice Fraser in the Common Issues trial judgment at 540.
31 Please refer to the recently published House of Commons Justice Committee “Private prosecutions: safeguards” Ninth Report of Session 2019 – 21.
32 “There is no doubt that the Post Office is in an extraordinarily powerful position compared to each and every one of its SPMs. It appears to wield that power with a degree of
impunity.” Mr Justice Fraser in the Common Issues trial judgment at 724 discussing POL “routinely and comprehensively” ignoring its own internal procedures to prove SPM fraud
or negligence to pursue a strict liability asset recovery strategy, not permitting SPMs legal representation at an interview discussing termination of their contract or the information
that decision was based on.
33
In some SPM bankruptcy cases the petitioning creditor would be someone other than POL – the underlying cause of the SPM’s economic problem would be POL.
34 “In my judgment, however, there are sufficient entries in the contemporaneous documents to demonstrate not only that Fujitsu has been less than forthcoming in
identifying the problems that have been experienced over the years, but rather the opposite. The majority of problems and defects which counsel put to Mr Godeseth, and
which were effectively admitted by him, simply would not have seen the light of day without this group litigation.” Mr Justice Fraser in the Horizon Issues trial judgment at 459.
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and
3.

5.

entering that process without making independent forensic accountants Second Sight aware of POL’s knowledge of bugs, errors and defects in the Horizon system or
disclosing reports to them and deliberately misleading Second Sight when questioned (eg in relation to the use of suspense accounts to house money taken from SPMs).

(We say) False accounting:
5.It is no longer in doubt that POL wrongfully extracted vast sums from SPMs often under duress and threats of prosecution. The unresolved issue, which Second Sight picked up on,
is where those hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of pounds ended up. The prevailing wisdom remains that the sums taken from SPMs in error were placed into a POL
“suspense account” from where, after a three-year period set aside for investigation, they were credited to POL’s profit and loss account. The Ombudsman is asked to request from
POL confirmation of where money taken from SPMs in error went, as we discuss further below.
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POL’s improper litigation strategy
4.4
4.5

4.6

4.7

POL ran an improper litigation strategy at all stages in the Proceedings as we describe in the
sub-sections that follow.
Most notably, POL chose to defend the Proceedings, maintaining that Horizon was fit for
purpose and that SPMs complaining about its discrepancies were a “tiny” minority of
dishonest individuals that it was POL’s duty to prosecute. This despite POL’s knowledge that
systemic failures in the Horizon system had led to SPM prosecutions and monies being
wrongfully extracted from them.
A private company is of course free to deploy its resources as it sees fit, subject to its
directors’ duties in relation to the company, and wider stakeholder interests. Were POL not
backed by HMG, then it seems highly unlikely that it would have received advice confirming
that professional fees were worth incurring to defend the Proceedings.
In response to a written question submitted by Mr Kevan Jones to the Secretary of State for
BEIS on 8 September 2020, the Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for BEIS, Paul
Scully, responded that:
“Post Office Ltd. (POL) handled the defence of the Group Litigation. All costs in doing so, including
legal costs and the settlement in December 2019, were paid using funds from POL’s commercial
revenue. BEIS sought and received assurance throughout the process that no public funding was
used to contest the litigation.”

4.8

Nevertheless, it is submitted that the improper litigation strategy POL adopted and pursued
did in fact rely upon public resources, either in the form of:
4.8.1 subsidies HMG advanced to its loss-making subsidiary (for example those to
maintain the Post Office network generally, as we suspect was in large part the case
considering POL’s loss-making position up until 2016/17);
4.8.2 POL operational funds that were repurposed for the Proceedings, bearing in mind
that the revenue of a “public corporation” providing a vital national service (whose
profits ultimately belong to, and losses are ultimately underwritten by,
HMG/taxpayers) should be viewed entirely differently to the income/profits of a
normal commercial enterprise operating for the benefit of its stakeholders. Or to put it
another way, were the taxpayer asked whether POL should spend in excess of
£100,000,000 of its operating income on professional advisers instructed to defend
the Proceedings and in respect of the Horizon scandal more generally, the answer is
highly likely to have been “no”, not least because it is a zero-sum game – funds spent
are naturally not then available to benefit and enhance the Post Office network
nationwide; or
4.8.3 funds wrongfully taken from SPMs which POL credited to a “suspense account” and
then, after a three year period set aside for investigation, credited to its profit and loss
account.
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It is not possible to quantify accurately POL’s costs expended over the years, as the true
costs will be various, including internal staff costs and time and simply spread across POL’s
accounts rather than contained within one place.
What is clear, however, is the disgraceful waste of public money and resources on an
institutional cover up of the Horizon scandal, which clearly diverted management from its
primary role of improving the Post Office service generally.35
The wider implications of POL’s improper litigation strategy are also now clear in the time
HMG, Parliament and BEIS’s Select Committee are having to spend in dealing with Horizonrelated issues that were manifestly preventable and which have instead served only to result
in:
4.11.1 Mr Justice Fraser’s highly critical comments of POL’s conduct in the Judgments;
4.11.2 the Post Office’s reputation as a trusted national institution being tarnished;
4.11.3 the referral by Mr Justice Fraser to the Director of Public Prosecutions for possible
criminal prosecutions to be brought in relation to the testimony in SPM cases of key
witnesses from Fujitsu (responsible for the Horizon software)36, resulting in the
Metropolitan Police opening a criminal investigation; and
4.11.4 the Court of Appeal considering the safety of SPM’s criminal convictions referred to it
by the Criminal Cases Review Commission.

“The Post Office has gone to great lengths over the years, and spent a great deal of time and a huge amount of
public money, in defending the performance of Horizon.” Mr Justice Fraser in the Horizon Issues judgment at 960.
36 “The reason for the reference to you is because the documents available on disclosure and deployed in
the Horizon Issues trial clearly show that Fujitsu knew about the existence of bugs, errors and defects in
Horizon from a very early stage in the life of the system. Appendix 2 to Judgment (No.6) shows that the earliest
bugs occurred and were known about in 1999, and these continued throughout the period every year to 2018. The
total number of different bugs, errors and defects that I found to have existed over the period 2000 to 2018 is 28. The
two Fujitsu personnel in respect of which I write this letter were centrally involved within Fujitsu in the
Horizon system, and also in giving evidence to the court (both the High Court and the Crown Court) on
previous occasions in other cases.”
“Both these individuals expressly knew about these bugs, and Mr Jenkins had prepared a report for, and been at a
meeting, in September 2010 when the Receipts and Payments mismatch bug was discussed. This records the risk
that if this was “widely known [it] could cause a loss of confidence in the Horizon System by branches” and
that there was a “potential impact upon ongoing legal cases where branches are disputing the integrity of
Horizon Data”. Yet notwithstanding this knowledge that the existence and effect of this bug was directly
relevant, the existence of this bug was kept secret from the court.”
Extracts (with emphasis added) from Mr Justice Fraser’s letter dated 14 January 2020 referring evidence given by
Fujitsu employees in the Proceedings to Mr Max Hill QC, Director of Public Prosecutions.
35
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The improper litigation strategy pursued by POL can be summarised and evidenced as follows:

No.
1.

POL Improper Litigation Strategy
POL defended the Proceedings despite knowing of the flaws in the Horizon system37
Mr Justice Fraser commented (at paragraph 18 in the Common Issues judgment) that “The Post Office has maintained throughout that the Horizon system worked perfectly well.”;
POL did so despite knowing from the Ernst & Young, Detica, Second Sight and other reports and conversations that the Horizon software contained bugs, errors and defects
capable of generating discrepancies in branch accounts and that remote access to branch accounts was possible. 38
Were POL to admit fault with Horizon, it would be aware that all ongoing prosecutions of SPMs related to Horizon would immediately cease and that all existing SPM convictions
would be reviewed. POL chose instead to make continued denials of any faults with Horizon all the way through the Relevant Period including the Proceedings.

2.

POL adopted a “win at all cost” strategy designed to outspend the Complainants
To be clear for the Ombudsman39, POL’s litigation strategy included:

“The approach by the Post Office to the evidence of someone such as Mr Latif demonstrates a simple institutional obstinacy or refusal to consider any possible alternatives to
their view of Horizon, which was maintained regardless of the weight of factual evidence to the contrary. That approach by the Post Office was continued, even though now there is
also considerable expert evidence to the contrary as well (and much of it agreed expert evidence on the existence of numerous bugs).
This approach by the Post Office has amounted, in reality, to bare assertions and denials that ignore what has actually occurred, at least so far as the witnesses called before me in
the Horizon Issues trial are concerned. It amounts to the 21st century equivalent of maintaining that the earth is flat.” Mr Justice Fraser in the Horizon Issues trial judgment at 928
and 929 respectively.
38 “The truth concerning remote access has now emerged in 2019, in group litigation that started in 2017. I find it notable that the truth did not emerge in the first Fujitsu witness
statements that were originally served for the Horizon Issues trial. Such statements stand as the evidence in chief of witnesses of fact. They are supposed to be accurate. Minor
corrections are not unusual and indeed are almost expected, as a trial approaches, as witnesses either research further or remember (when preparing for trial) other minor details.
This topic, however, did not undergo that type of correction, and is a subject far more central and important than that. The truth only finally emerged in later statements, which were
required to correct what I find were directly inaccurate statements in the first witness statements of Mr Godeseth and Mr Parker. There has been no adequate explanation for the
contents of those first statements, which not only omitted this important fact, but contained evidence directly to the contrary. Those first witness statements were misleading. The
statement in the Defence was misleading too. It ought also to be noted that the truth did not emerge internally within the Post Office in the email answers provided to internal
inquiries in 2015 by senior Post Office personnel, such as the Chief Executive, who posed the specific question in preparation for providing evidence to a Select Committee and
asked: “What is the true answer?”” Mr Justice Fraser in the Common Issues trial judgment at 545.
39 “That answer [by POL senior witness Mrs Van Den Bogerd] was simply disingenuous. This is a very significant and high-profile dispute for the Post Office. There was no such
restriction on length, and I do not believe that, of all the witnesses, she felt there was any need to keep her statement short. The non-inclusion of that evidence within her statement
37
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a)

instructing four QCs, numerous juniors and two law firms (Womble Bond Dickinson and Herbert Smith Freehills) at great expense;40

b)

engaging third party litigation strategists at considerable expense to design a litigation strategy that would slow the Proceedings down and increase the Complainants’
professional costs;41

c)

ensuring Freeths LLP, acting for the Complainants, and Second Sight entered into a protocol limiting the Complainants’ access to Second Sight’s information;

d)

pretending initially not to know what the claims were about and then refusing to agree to a group litigation order on the grounds that the issues were not similar as
between the Complainant group (which, had POL been successful, would mean running every Complainant’s claim individually and at great expense to uncover the
truth);42

e)

applying to have the Complainants’ evidence struck out before it had even been served;

f)

applying for security for costs against the Complainants’ funder;

g)

attending a number of hearings to deal with the issue of costs because POL refused to prepare its budget on the same basis as the Complainants, despite numerous
requests to do so (and a costs order against POL for failing to do so);

h)

employing a team of “shadow experts” to look at the Horizon evidence before its disclosure, the costs of which POL reserved the right to claim, leading only to a “lumpy
disclosure process”;43

is explained, in my judgment, by the Post Office’s approach to the litigation. The Post Office has appeared determined to make this litigation, and therefore resolution of this
intractable dispute, as difficult and expensive as it can.” Mr Justice Fraser in the Common Issues trial judgment at 544.
40 “I have already explained that the Post Office has now used four different leading counsel, and it also engaged a second commercial firm of solicitors to act for it on its appeal.
The claimants are funded by means of litigation funding, explained in Judgment No.3 so far as it is relevant. The claimants are ordinary individuals who ran branch Post Offices,
and the Post Office is publicly funded, so none of the parties are high value FTSE 100 companies. Not all of the Post Office’s costs will be recoverable costs regardless of the
outcome, not least due to the existence of two Costs Management Orders which are in smaller amounts than the Post Office’s rapidly growing grand total, but the total figures still
represent real expenditure of actual money.” Mr Justice Fraser in the Horizon Issues trial judgment at 60.
41 “The Post Office seemed to adopt an extraordinarily narrow approach to relevance, generally along the lines that any evidence that is unfavourable to the Post Office is not
relevant” Mr Justice Fraser in the Common Issues trial judgment at 34.
42 “It does appear to me that the Post Office in particular has resisted timely resolution of this Group Litigation whenever it can, and certainly throughout 2017 and well into 2018. A
good example of this is the fact that for these Common Issues, the Post Office submitted in paragraph 24 of its Opening Submissions that the six Lead Claimants’ cases should not
betreated as representative of the other Claimants. I cannot accept that such an approach would be in the interests of anyone. In my judgment, it would be wholly
counterproductive to the way that this Group Litigation has been case managed from the outset.” “[POL senior witness Mrs Van Den Bogerd] remains, apparently genuinely, of the
view that none of the different claims by the 589 Claimants have common issues or themes between them, and every single case is simply factually different, with no connection
between them. This is despite the approval of a Group Litigation Order by the President of the Queen’s Bench Division. These Post Office factual witnesses appear to maintain this
view, notwithstanding the weight of material put to them, and in the face of internal Post Office documents – obtained in disclosure for this litigation - that suggest the view may not
be correct” Mr Justice Fraser in the Common Issues trial judgment at 14 and 546/547.
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i)

delaying or being late in disclosure of documents, often disclosing the night before and even during trial (with numerous examples of POL’s late or delayed disclosure
evident from Common Issues and Horizon Issues trial transcripts);44

j)

disclosing documents in the tens if not hundreds of thousands in an attempt to drown the Complainants’ legal advisers in paperwork;

k)

continuing to try and disclose in the closing speeches of the Horizon trial and after it had ended;45

l)

making an application to recuse the judge, Mr Justice Fraser, on the grounds of apparent bias46 at around the time Fujitsu witnesses had taken the stand47, a tactic that
took POL’s own legal team by surprise and resulted in delay, a further hearing and ultimately POL’s application being refused;

“It is a highly unusual situation that entirely separate experts, instructed directly by a party, without the involvement either of that party’s solicitors or their counsel (all the more so
when those experts are not even identified), are instructed on such a task, whatever that task might actually be. I recorded an adverse comment in the costs management order of
23 July 2018 stating that the Post Office’s incurred costs for experts were extraordinarily high, unreasonable and disproportionate…” Mr Justice Fraser in the Common Issues trial
judgment at 558.
44 “Disclosure of plainly relevant documents has been resisted by the Post Office in this litigation, which led to interlocutory hearings and eventually orders by me in relation to
disclosure.” Mr Justice Fraser in the Common Issues trial judgment at 560.
“The conclusion to be drawn from this is that disclosure was given in a manner that could only have disrupted and delayed proper investigation of the issues contained in the
documents. In this specific case, that includes the Drop and Go bug. That document should have been provided to the claimants very rapidly once it came to the attention of the
Post Office’s solicitors, not kept “for the next couple of months”, as Mr Parsons puts it. In subsequent trials, if relevant documents of this nature are discovered by either side or
their legal advisers, it is a matter of some importance that disclosure is given very rapidly. This is particularly important whilst the trial is underway. A failure to do so risks
disruption, delay and increased costs.” Mr Justice Fraser in the Horizon Issues trial judgment at 620.
“The submissions made by the Post Office on the adequacy of its own disclosure have been rather undermined, since the tria l ended, by the production (emanating
from Fujitsu, once again) of over 5,000 [Known Error Logs], something rightly described by the Post Office’s solicitors as “a serious matter”.” Mr Justice Fraser in the Horizon
Issues trial judgment at 649.
45 “Submissions should not contain evidence, or positive evidential assertions, that are not present in the evidence served in the trial. This is a fundamental point. I provide some
examples in the Technical Appendix by reference to specific entries for specific bugs. Blurring (or ignoring) the lines between submission and evidence is entirely unhelpful.
Evidence is something that comes from a witness (lay or expert) and which the opposing side is entitled to test by way of cross-examination. It is not appropriate for
detailed factual assertions to be made in closing submissions that are not directly referable to evidence in the case. There is no way such factual assertions can be tested; if
they come in closing submissions, there is no way that the opposing party can deal with those assertions in their own evidence, or even put relevant points to witnesses for the
other party in cross-examination.” Mr Justice Fraser in the Horizon Issues trial judgment at 71.
46
“This could potentially give the Post Office an enormous advantage if the Horizon Issues trial were to be abandoned, and started again before another judge. Every single one of
its witnesses of fact who has been cross-examined so far in the Horizon Issues trial, which is all of them save for Messrs Parker and Membery, would have had a full practice run of
that cross-examination before me. “The trial is not a dress rehearsal. It is the first and last night of the show” is an expression that has been used at least twice before at appellate
level … ” Mr Justice Fraser at 283 in Judgement (No 4) when refusing to recuse himself.
47 “The next sub-trial, dealing with the Horizon issues which are central to the complaints of the SPMs, is currently well-advanced; indeed, the unheralded recusal application was
not made until 21 March 2019, the last day of the factual evidence in the Horizon sub-trial. The relevant factual evidence is now complete but the expert evidence has not yet been
heard and awaits the outcome of this application.”
43
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m)

following refusal of POL’s application to recuse the judge, POL subsequently applied to the Court of Appeal. Lord Justice Coulson dismissed that application in the
Court of Appeal during May 2019, with the Horizon trial recommencing in full two months later in June 2019; and

n)

appealing the Common Issues trial judgment (with POL’s appeal refused on all 26 of its grounds).

Unreliable evidence
a)

Fujitsu witnesses potentially having lied in earlier trials;

b)

POL witnesses lacking credibility, with Mr Justice Fraser making various comments concerning the inconsistency of some witnesses during the Horizon trial;48

“In my view, it is a great pity that the recusal application and this application for permission to appeal have had the effect of delaying the conclusion of the critical Horizon sub-trial.
Indeed, the mere making of these applications could have led to the collapse of that sub-trial altogether. Although I can reach no concluded view on the matter, I can at least
understand why the SPMs originally submitted on 21 March that that was its purpose.”
Lord Justice Coulson in the Court of Appeal, reasons for refusing POL’s appeal to Mr Justice Fraser’s refusal to recuse himself, at 5 and 51.
“The recusal application caused significant delay and disruption to the Horizon Issues trial. Originally, that trial had been programmed to finish (including delivery of oral closing
submissions) by 11 April 2019, a date which became unachievable as a result of that application. Following Judgment (No.4) the remaining witness of fact for the Post Office to be
called in person, Mr Parker, a senior Fujitsu employee, was called on 11 April 2019 … The effect of this interruption upon the trial timetable meant that there was therefore time
available for each of the experts to consider the full scope of the cross-examination of the factual witnesses that had taken place some weeks before, and reflect (with more time
than is usual for experts whilst a trial is underway) upon whether that impacted upon their views.” Mr Justice Fraser in the Horizon Issues trial judgment at 7 and 9.
“The recusal application was issued the day after Mr Godeseth’s cross-examination had made it clear, not only that this remote access existed, but after he was taken in careful
cross-examination through specific examples of Fujitsu personnel manipulating branch accounts, and leading to discrepancies in branch accounts. I am aware that criticism of the
Post Office and Fujitsu in this respect may prove to be controversial, as earlier criticism of certain aspects of the Post Office’s case in Judgment (No.3) was not well received by it.
However, if criticism is justified, I consider it would be detrimental to proper resolution of the group litigation if that criticism were to be withheld simply because it might lead to a
further negative reaction by the Post Office. It is also an inherent part of the judicial function in any litigation to make findings, which may include criticisms where justified, that may
be contrary to a litigant’s own view of the merits of their case. Some litigants are so convinced of the righteousness of their own position that they consistently refuse to accept any
possible view of the litigation other than their own. Such a blinkered view is rarely helpful, and would be particularly unhelpful from a publicly owned institution.” Mr Justice Fraser in
the Horizon Issues trial judgment at 553.
48 “In my judgment these submissions by the Post Office are bold, pay no attention to the actual evidence, and seem to have their origin in a parallel world.” Mr Justice Fraser in the
Common Issues trial judgment at 138.
“[POL witness] Mr Beal’s way of giving evidence was very much the house Post Office style, certainly for the more senior of its management personnel who gave evidence. This
was to glide away from pertinent questions, or questions to which the witness realised a frank answer would not be helpful to the Post Office’s cause. Giving evidence in court and
being cross-examined, is an unusual experience for most people, regardless of the amount and type of preparation that a person may have undertaken in advance. Mr Beal
certainly knew his subject very well. He sought to give me evidence highly favourable to the Post Office, which I consider was slanted more towards public relations consumption
rather than factual accuracy. It did not match the contents of the documents to which I have referred, namely the [Grant Framework Agreement], and the change in wording of the
terms dealing with liability for loss by a SPM under the [Network Transformation Contract].” Mr Justice Fraser in the Common Issues trial judgment at 375.
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c)

POL failing to disclose the “known error log” (KEL) or peak log which were critical to the Horizon trial; for a considerable amount of time, POL stating they were not
aware of a KEL existing;

d)

redacting documents (including meeting minutes) in such manner and to such an extent as to be illegible and potentially misleading, with the judge ordering POL’s QC
to review the redactions to confirm they were properly made. In some cases they were not.49

“As with the other more senior members of the Post Office group of witnesses, Mr Breeden is articulate, intelligent and also acutely aware of how much the reputation of the Post
Office hinges on these proceedings. His evidence was presented in terms obviously designed to put the best possible gloss for the Post Office on matters, and some of his
statements simply did not stand scrutiny. The one I have explained above, that SPMs had the chance to review their contracts before appointment, was expressly preceded by a
statement that made clear he was referred both to the SPMC and the NTC. Such evidence is in my judgment inaccurate, and inaccurate factual evidence is not helpful. When faced
with the actual documents, he would agree Mr Green’s points to the contrary, but one reason why the factual part of the Common Issues trial became so protracted is because of
this approach by the Post Office generally. Agreement to even obvious points would be reached, eventually, but getting there took much longer, and a great deal more effort, than it
ever ought to have done. His evidence was again given through a PR-prism.” Mr Justice Fraser in the Common Issues trial judgment at 408.
“There are two specific matters in which I find that [Mrs Van Den Bogerd, the most senior of 14 witnesses called for POL] did not give me frank evidence and sought to obfuscate
matters, and mislead me.” “Mrs Van Den Bogerd would, on some occasions, give clear and cogent evidence, and one important example is in respect of the way the Post Office
treated sums that had been settled centrally. However, for the most part, she was extraordinarily conscious of he need to protect the Post Office’s position in the case generally,
which given her very close involvement in the Horizon problems with SPMs over the years, effectively meant protecting her own position too, which led to a disregard for factual
accuracy. I find that it is necessary to scrutinise everything she said as a witness, both in her witness statement and in cross-examination, and treat it with the very greatest of
caution in all respects.” Mr Justice Fraser in the Common Issues trial judgment at 417 & 441 respectively.
“His witness statement contained statements about matters of which he had no knowledge whatsoever.” “Overall, I found [POL witness] Mr Dance’s approach to giving his
evidence unhelpful. His written evidence glossed over important points as I have explained above, and orally Ms Donnelly would often have to pursue a particular point in
order to obtain a straight answer. I consider his evidence suffered from an overarching reluctance to provide accurate evidence, if that may assist the Claimants.”
Mr Justice Fraser in the Common Issues trial judgment at 446 & 451 respectively.
"Mr Parker chose specifically to give the impression in his 1st witness statement that Fujitsu did not have the power (the word Mr Parker expressly chose) to inject transactions into
the counter at branches, even though he knew that it did. This paints him in a very poor light as a credible witness." Mr Justice Fraser in the Horizon Issues trial judgment at 474.
“Although Mr Parker agreed, as it was put to him more than once, that accuracy is important, I do not consider his evidence in his witness statements to have been remotely
accurate, even though he stoutly maintained that it was. He continued to maintain this in his re-examination, even though by then he can have been in no doubt that he had
departed from Fujitsu’s own definition – which he had said he had forgot about. I found him a very unsatisfactory witness, who presented in his witness statements a misleading
and one-sided sanitised version of actual problems and events that Fujitsu had experienced throughout his time at SSC.” Mr Justice Fraser in the Horizon Issues trial judgment at
498.
“The Post Office’s approach to evidence, even despite their considerable resources which are being liberally deployed at considerable cost, amounts to attack and disparagement
of the claimants individually and collectively, together with the wholly unsatisfactory evidence of Fujitsu personnel such as Mr Parker.” Mr Justice Fraser in the Horizon Issues trial
judgment at 938.
49
“Other redactions are not quite so easily explained, and in my judgment demonstrate a culture of secrecy in the Post Office” Mr Justice Fraser in the Common Issues trial
judgment at 42. “These are examples, in my judgment, of a culture of excessive secrecy at the Post Office about the whole subject matter of this litigation. They are directly
contrary to how the Post Office should be conducting itself. I do not consider that there can be a sensible or rational explanation for any of them.” Mr Justice Fraser in the Common
Issues trial judgment at 561.
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5

HMG MALADMINISTRATION (2): HMG’S KNOWLEDGE OF POL’S CONDUCT

5.1

This section 5 references evidence in the public domain of HMG’s knowledge (actual or
constructive) of POL’s conduct complained of. Conduct that HMG could and should as a
responsible owner have prevented POL from pursing at any stage in the Relevant Period.
It will be appreciated that the evidence referenced in this section 5 can only be a guide and
not exhaustive. Much of the evidence of the true nature of HMG and POL’s interactions over
the years in relation to the Horizon scandal remains with HMG and POL. As can be seen
from Schedule 2, POL either fails to comply with FoI requests or (as it did during the
Proceedings) provides copies of documents so extensively redacted as to be meaningless.
We would ask the Ombudsman to use its powers of discovery here.
It is helpful to first summarise HMG’s maladministration of POL over the Relevant Period
leading to this complaint, which includes:
5.3.1 ignoring as POL “operational” concerns the reliability of the Horizon software brought
to its attention (repeatedly) in Parliament, by MPs, by the JFSA and at meetings that
HMG was present at;
5.3.2 failing to intervene, investigate or properly supervise POL (despite formal
representation on POL’s Board since 1 April 2012, and most probably access to
observe, influence and/or contribute prior to that) allowing:
(a)
917 private criminal prosecutions of SPMs to be brought based on Horizon
data known to contain bugs, errors and defects and a Horizon system that
could be accessed remotely and altered by Fujitsu/POL (unbeknownst to the
Post Office branch/ SPM in question);
(b)
private criminal prosecutions to proceed without proper investigation or
sufficient evidence required for a CPS-standard of prosecution;50
(c)
private criminal prosecutions to continue after POL’s Board was requested by
Legal and Compliance Director, Susan Crichton51, to involve the CPS/DPP;
(d)
independent forensic auditors Second Sight’s contract to be terminated prior
to publication of their damning findings in respect of the Horizon system
rather than enquiring into the root cause of the problem; and
(e)
the Interim Mediation Scheme whose terms had been agreed with HMG to
be terminated (despite HMG’s representative on POL’s Board also sitting on
the POL sub-committee responsible for devising its mediation strategy,
“Project Sparrow”);
5.3.3 allowing POL’s toxic culture to flourish dragging the Post Office’s name into disrepute
as evidenced by the Judgments, the House of Commons Justice Committee’s review
of POL’s private criminal prosecutions and the Criminal Cases Review Commission;
5.3.4 through the BEIS Minister responsible, misleading Parliament and recording incorrect
information on the Hansard record recklessly without verifying with HMG’s

5.2

5.3

50
51

House of Commons Justice Committee, “Private prosecutions: safeguards”, Ninth Report of Session 2019-21
Minutes of POL’s Board dated 16 July 2013.
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representative on POL’s Board the evidence that the Minister’s replies to questions
were based on; and
5.3.5 allowing POL to run a litigation strategy in the Proceedings that “even despite their
considerable resources which are being liberally deployed at considerable cost, amounts to
attack and disparagement of the claimants individually” and “sought to obfuscate matters, and
mislead” the trial judge, Mr Justice Fraser, all designed, we say, to run the impecunious

Complainants’ funding dry.
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HMG’s knowledge of POL’s conduct in the Horizon scandal
5.4

The following evidence demonstrates that HMG knew about the conduct complained of yet still failed to exercise any oversight or regulatory
function over POL:
No.

POL Heinous Conduct - Evidence of HMG awareness
1. Terminating outdated contracts without evidence or investigation
HMG acknowledge in the PIU Report of 2000 that Horizon (then the biggest IT project in Europe) is being introduced at a time when its network of SPM operators are engaged
under contracts that “can be traced back one hundred years”. It would therefore be reasonable to conclude that HMG knew that outdated terms were being taken advantage of
by POL as ever more SPMs’ contracts were terminated during the Relevant Period.
BEIS Secretary of State, Edward Davey MP, asked POL’s CEO Paula Vennells to reply to questions from Mike Weir MP in December 2011 in relation to the summary dismissal
of SPMs raising concerns with Horizon:
“To consider your enquiry further, there are a tiny number of ex-subpostmasters who appear to be making distinct allegations with respect to the operation of the Horizon system.
These ex-subpostmasters no longer have contracts with Post Office Ltd, after significant shortages of funds were found at their office, for which they could not account.”
It should have been clear to HMG from this response, with the ShEx monitoring at the time, that POL in its defence of Horizon was simply terminating SPMs using the oldfashioned SPM contracts HMG itself had identified.
2. Failure to investigate the Horizon system once POL became aware it was “not fit for purpose” followed by a persistent denial/cover up of errors shown to POL by
the system’s maker and operator Fujitsu
Ernst & Young’s management letter to POL’s Board for the year ending 27 March 2011 raising concerns over “privileged access rights” to SPM accounts through the Horizon
system. It is from this point that we say it becomes untenable within the highest levels of POL to continue to maintain that remote access to branch accounts was not possible
via Horizon. The ShEx monitored POL for HMG during this time, however POL’s culture of secrecy on this point would, we say, have enveloped HMG’s appointee on POL’s
Board, Susannah Story, in 2012 and doubtless remained entrenched from then on.
Second Sight Support Services Limited, appointed in July 2012 at the request of MPs to carry out an independent investigation into SPM concerns with Horizon, published their
Interim Report for POL’s Board on 8 July 2013.
The report confirmed for POL’s Board that branch records could be accessed remotely. HMG’s representative sat on POL’s Board at this point.
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Detica published “Fraud and Non-conformance in the Post Office; challenges and Recommendations – G-119 Fraud Analysis” on 1 October 2013, a damning report confirming
that technology available to POL’s central operating teams was “not fit for purpose”. HMG’s representative sat on POL’s Board at this point and also on ARCC.
POL, responding to a FoI request on 21 September 2020, confirmed that the Detica report was (a) commissioned by POL’s (then) Head of Security, John Scott and Legal and
Compliance Director Susan Crichton and (b) made available to POL’s General Counsel, CFO, CIO, CTO and People & Change Director in addition to “a number of other
individuals who [POL] have identified as having received the Report but whose names [POL] have withheld under section 40(2) and section 40(3)(a) FOIA.”
Given the importance of the Detica report to POL’s business (an “existential threat”), it is inconceivable that its findings were not discussed by POL’s Board as we understand
they were by POL’s ARCC. HMG’s representative would have been in attendance at both.
Second Sight Support Services Limited “Initial Complaint Review and Mediation Scheme – Briefing Report Part Two” addressed its damning report on the Horizon System and
POL’s treatment of SPMs to POL’s Board on 9 April 2015. HMG’s representative sat on POL’s Board.
Brooks Newmark MP asked the following Parliamentary Question in October 2009 “To ask the minister of State, Department for Business Innovation and Skills, whether he has
received reports of errors in the Post Office Horizon system which have led to Postmasters and Postmistresses being falsely accused or fraud and if he will make a statement”.
Written correspondence from 2010 onwards between BEIS’s Secretary of State, MPs and the JFSA in relation to SPM concerns that failings in the Horizon system were being
used to prosecute SPMs. BEIS responses maintain in large part POL’s “commercial freedom to run its business operations without interference from the shareholder”.
3. Bringing private criminal prosecutions and adopting an aggressive asset recovery strategy against SPMs wrongfully without full investigation (as required by
internal guidelines) to establish whether discrepancies were system errors or genuine loss had occurred
The Ombudsman is asked to request the communications between HMG and POL in relation to Horizon during the Relevant Period. For instance, it is understood that regular
working meetings took place between POL and Fujitsu discussing the errors in the Horizon system. It seems inconceivable (bearing in mind their “existential threat” to POL) that
concerns arising from those discussions were not raised at the level of POL’s ARCC and POL’s Board (with HMG’s representative sitting on both) and then discussed with HMG.
The Ombudsman is asked to request from HMG and from POL a copy of all other reports produced for POL’s Board or the ARCC in relation to Horizon system failings and SPM
claims that have not been made public as the Ernst & Young, Detica and Second Sight reports have.
4. POL’s corporate culture translating into actions that amount to a concerted “cover up” throughout:
(a) denial of Second Sight findings
POL document “Complaint Review and Mediation Scheme, Reply of Post Office Limited to Second Sight’s Briefing Report – Part Two April 2015” is a 93 page document refuting
the accusations levelled at POL in Second Sight’s report, including failure to investigate properly before criminal prosecutions are brought.
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POL’s response on a subject as sensitive as Horizon is so comprehensive that it can only have been discussed at the highest levels within POL – by its ARCC and during
“Project Sparrow” sub-committee meetings – before being approved by POL’s Board. HMG’s representative would have been in attendance at each, and aware of the Ernst &
Young, Detica and Second Sight findings.
(b) Termination of Parliament-approved Interim Mediation Scheme:
Hansard record of PMQs on 11 March 2015
Mr James Arbuthnot (North East Hampshire) (Con): “Is my right hon. Friend aware that in connection with the Post Office mediation scheme, the Post Office has just sacked the
independent investigator, Second Sight, and told it to destroy all its papers? Does he agree that it is essential that Second Sight’s second report should not be suppressed, but
should be supplied to sub-postmasters and MPs, starting with the hon. Member for West Bromwich West (Mr Bailey) and the Business, Innovation and Skills Select Committee?”
The Prime Minister (David Cameron): “My right hon. Friend makes an important point. I know that he has consistently raised the concerns of some sub-postmasters about the
operation of the Post Office IT system and the matter of the Post Office mediation scheme. The Business Committee is currently taking evidence on this issue, and it should be
given all the relevant information. The Government should not interfere with the independent mediation process, but I will ask the Business Secretary to write to my right hon.
Friend about his concern and to ensure that the Business Committee can do its job properly.”

Paula Vennells letter dated 24 June 2020 to Darren Jones MP, Chairman of the BEIS Select Committee confirming (at 57):
“57. This decision [to scrap the Complaints Review and Mediation Scheme] was made after lengthy discussions at both sub-committee and Board level. From the perspective
of Post Office, there were a number of problems with the Scheme by 2015, including that JFSA was promoting group litigation as an alternative to the Scheme and
becoming increasingly less collaborative as a result.”
HMG’s representative sat on POL’s Board and its Project Sparrow sub-committee. To be clear, POL unilaterally disbanded the Mediation Scheme in March 2015, whilst the
JFSA did not move forward with legal action until some months later.
5. False accounting
As above, the Ombudsman is asked to request from POL confirmation of where money taken from SPMs went.
We understand that monies taken from SPMs were credited first to a POL “suspense account” and thereafter to POL’s profit and loss. If that is correct, we assume that UK
accounting standards require POL’s audited accounts to be amended and restated to reflect amounts wrongly taken to the profit and loss during the Relevant Period.
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HMG’s knowledge of POL’s improper litigation strategy
5.5

HMG’s knowledge of POL’s decision to adopt and run an improper litigation strategy (amounting to tacit acceptance and a validation of it) is
capable of being evidenced by reference to the following information amongst other things:
No.
1.

POL Heinous Conduct – Evidence of HMG awareness
POL defended the Proceedings despite knowing of the flaws in the Horizon system
POL’s CEO during much of the Horizon scandal, Paula Vennells, noted in her written response to Darren Jones MP, Chairman of the BEIS Select Committee to the question
"How regularly did the Post Office Ltd Board discuss Horizon and what role did UK Government Investments play in these discussions?”:
“59. Horizon came up, in different ways, at the majority of Board meetings. For example, we discussed the relationship with Fujitsu and plans for the replacement of the
existing Horizon system. Whenever there had been a test or audit of Horizon, the Board would be informed. The Board was also informed of any major outages or
faults, and the steps that had been taken to rectify them. We also discussed the complaints, the Scheme, and the group litigation.
60. Additionally, a Board sub-committee was set up under each Post Office Chair (there were two during my tenure as CEO). These sub-committees were chaired by
the Chair and occasionally by the Senior Independent Director (two different individuals over time), who was also a member of the sub-committee, as was each UKGI
director who sat on the Board. The UKGI directors were fully engaged in the discussions and Post Office (including myself and each subsequent Chair) had
conversations with their senior line director and the Chief Executive of UKGI too from time to time. The present UKGI incumbent director joined the Board in 2018 with
a fresh pair of eyes. His questioning was challenging and because of that it was helpful; it did not lead to any different outcomes. He was fully engaged on the Board,
sub-committee and with ministers and lawyers at BEIS.”
“Further, a conclusion in terms that the IT is “not fit for purpose” is not something that would have been reached lightly in an IT strategy document, or approved lightly by the Post
Office Board [in July 2016]. The Post Office Board is a serious level within the organisation. The Board are not likely to be involved in, nor to have brought to their attention,
matters that are anything other than serious, considered and fully researched.” Mr Justice Fraser in the Horizon Issues judgment at 957.
For all the reasons given in this complaint, including in particular HMG’s representation on POL’s Board since 2012, we say that HMG having been aware of the Horizon scandal
should never have allowed POL to defend the Proceedings, let alone with its awareness of discussions including at POL’s GLO sub-committee have allowed POL to adopt the
improper litigation strategy it did. Neither are defensible, certainly not on the grounds that they are operational matters carried out by POL as an ALB.
POL’s CEO Nick Read confirmed in writing to Darren Jones MP at the BEIS Select Committee inquiry that:
“It is very difficult to be precise about how much the High Court litigation and its consequences have cost Post Office. However we estimate that, since 2016/2017,
Post Office has incurred costs of approximately £43m in relation to the litigation (which began in 2016)… Please note that this figure excludes the settlement sum
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which was paid by Post Office in December 2019.”
It is important to remind the Ombudsman that HMG as “Special Shareholder” must under POL’s articles provide its consent to POL spending amounts that stand to exceed
£50,000,000 – that would have included the settlement sum paid out to the Complainants at £55,000,000 (which HMG are understood to have sanctioned by telephone on the
last night of the mediation) and (b) beyond doubt POL’s legal spend in relation to the Proceedings.
It is a sad indictment of HMG’s attitude to the Horizon scandal that POL was willing to spend near equal amounts in legal fees since 2016/2017 in defending the indefensible as it
was to pay to the Complainants in the mediation settlement respect of the injustice once it had been found out.
2.

POL adopted a “win at all costs” litigation strategy specifically designed to outspend the SPMs
The Ombudsman is asked to request from HMG the information that confirms its precise knowledge of and/or discussions held in relation to the litigation strategy POL adopted
during the Proceedings. In particular (a) what HMG via its ownership of POL or board representative knew in relation to litigation strategy adopted from POL’s GLO subcommittee set up to deal with the Proceedings and (b) what changes to POL’s litigation strategy and/or legal team HMG discussed (whether with POL or internally within HMG).
We refer the Ombudsman to the two following responses given by the Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for BEIS, Mr Paul Scully, to written questions submitted to the
Secretary of State for BEIS by Mr Kevan Jones on 7 October 2020 and 8 October 2020 respectively:
Question To ask the Secretary of State for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, whether a lawyer representing his Department attended meetings of the POL
GLO sub-Committee from the time of its inauguration in March 2018 until the conclusion of the litigation in December 2019.
Answer No legal advisor representing BEIS attended the Post Office Limited GLO Sub-Committee. Among the committee’s attendees were the UKGI Shareholder
Representative and the UKGI General Counsel as an observer.
Question “To ask the Secretary of State for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, with reference to the Answer of 6 July 2020 to Question HL5974 on Post Office:
Accounting Officers, if he will publish the (a) correspondence and (b) papers relating to meetings that took place between UKGI and his Department in which changes
to the Post Office Limited's strategy and legal team were discussed.”
Answer “Discussions between the Post Office and BEIS on this matter are legally privileged and therefore will not be subject to publication.”

3.

Unreliable evidence
Since 2012, HMG’s representative sat on POL’s Board, POL’s ARCC and POL’s sub-committees (set up in relation to the mediation POL terminated and the GLO). It is beyond
comprehension that HMG, knowing what it did, allowed POL to continue spending vast amounts of public money in defending the indefensible. It makes no sense that MP’s after
the 90 minute Adjournment Debate in Westminster Hall in December 2014 had osmosed sufficient information to be able to comment knowledgably and constructively about the
unspeakable injustices in POL’s approach to the Complainants, yet for HMG as owner to continually turn a blind eye throughout the Relevant Period based on POL’s
transgressions being explained away as an operational matter for its wholly owned subsidiary alone.
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6

HMG’S BELATED ACTION – TACIT ADMISSION OF ITS FAILURE TO REGULATE

6.1

In the House of Lords on 5 February 2020 in the Post Office debate initiated by Lord
Arbuthnot, Lord Duncan of Springbank responded to questions as follows:
“I must stress that the leadership of the Post Office got it badly wrong and, as a
consequence of those actions, people have experienced unfortunate situations. That has
changed. There has been a change in culture, a new chief executive and a new recognition
that the old ways of doing things cannot go on. That is why the Minister responsible in my
department, Kelly Tolhurst, now has quarterly meetings with the National Federation of
SubPostmasters as a way of ensuring a better relationship with those who are at the sharp end of
the Post Office.”52
“The individuals affected are indeed the face of the Post Office in towns and villages up and down
the land. The situation which arose was unacceptable and the courts have shown that. There
needs to be manifest change in the way the Post Office does business and a recognition that
that way is not acceptable going forward. We will be doing things differently; we will bring in
a new national framework to ensure that the past situation cannot be repeated. This is the
time for us to bring about the real change which is required right now.”
“I suspect that it will be quite some time before the Post Office embarks upon another adventure of
this sort, for many obvious reasons. We need to recognise that a number of manifest failures led to
this situation. These need to be understood, and they are being by the new culture inside the
Post Office. The reality remains that the Post Office got it wrong. For that, there needs to be
a serious change, and at the heart of it must be not just profits but recognising the role of the subpostmasters themselves.”
“We have a non-executive director who is responsible for representing the department and
the Government. His role has evolved from a perhaps more passive approach to a much
more active one going forward. We have to have a much stronger view about how we manage
this area, through the chief executive, the chairman and the non-executive director with
responsibility for governance and clear adherence to the responsibilities of the board itself.

“Nor are [the SPMs’ contracts with POL] negotiated, in my judgment, by the National Federation of
SubPostmasters either, certainly not in the sense that the word “negotiation” is ordinarily understood. I provide
an analysis of the relationship between the Post Office and the NFSP in Part F below… It is obvious, in my
judgment, that the NFSP is not remotely independent of the Post Office, nor does it appear to put its members’
interests above its own separate commercial interests.”
“Rather curiously therefore, the email above demonstrates that the NFSP was only prepared to agree what amounted
to an increase in its members’ potential compensation, if its own future was assured by the payment of substantial
sums to it. I find that this shows that the NFSP put its own members’ interests well below its own, and I also find that
the NFSP is not fully independent.”
“Finally, transparency is not something that seems to mean a great deal, if anything, to the Post Office, so far as its
dealings with the NFSP is concerned. I reject the evidence that both the Post Office and the NFSP always intended
that the GFA would be made public, notwithstanding the passing reference to this in the MOU. That assertion is
verging on insulting the intelligence of anyone who has read the GFA itself. The drafting of the actual document itself
– which has obviously been carefully done, by highly skilled legal advisers – is directly to the contrary. The assertion
is also contrary to the Post Office’s own initial responses to the Freedom of Information requests, from the very team
at the Post Office whose specific role in life is to deal with such requests.”
Mr Justice Fraser in the Common Issues trial judgment at 368, 577 and 598 respectively.
52
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In his letter dated 24 March 2020, Lord Callanan at BEIS informs Lord Arbuthnot as follows
under the heading “Steps Taken by BEIS”:
“Over the past 18 months BEIS, working with UKGI, has strengthened its governance relationship
with the Post Office to mitigate the risk of a situation like this arising again in future. This
included:
Establishing and growing a BEIS Post Office policy team, with a dedicated SCS Policy Sponsor, to
engage with the Post Office;
Quarterly meetings with the Post Office CEO to monitor progress against the actions arising from
the litigation;
Regular engagements with postmaster representatives …
Drafting a Framework Document between BEIS, UKGI and the Post Office that sets out and
formalises governance relationships and roles, including an information sharing portal. This will be
published shortly.”

6.3
6.4

The forward-looking nature of the response to failings within POL and HMG in relation the
Horizon scandal are particularly clear from the comments of Lord Duncan of Springbank.
HMG also, during the Proceedings or shortly after the Judgements, published the following:
6.4.1
on 16 July 2018 a BEIS Accounting Officer System Statement to clarify the role of a
POA to account to Parliament for the use of public funds by arm’s length bodies,
describing the delegation of accountability within HMG departments, providing an
overview of the governance arrangements and summary of the relationship
between the Treasury and the arm’s length bodies;
6.4.2
on 12 December 2019 BEIS a “Memorandum of Understanding” with UKGI
confirming that a UKGI representative be appointed to sit on POL’s Board (referred
to as “the Asset”) “to enable the Asset’s board to benefit from a broader government
perspective and for BEIS to benefit from a timely and nuanced understanding of the
developments in the relevant Asset”; and

on 25 March 2020, its long-awaited “Post Office Limited: Shareholder Relationship
Framework Document”, the framework document covering the relationship as
between HMG, UKGI and POL in respect of corporate governance and
accountability, financial responsibilities and funding arrangements as well as rights
to information on, and reporting the performance of, POL to HMG as shareholder.
It is unclear why it has taken HMG, a self-proclaimed “highly active” and “responsible”
shareholder investing substantial amounts of public funds into POL, the best part of two
decades and the outcome of major and expensive litigation, to ensure its representative on
POL’s Board discharges their legal duties as a director (a role they are being paid for) and to
create and publish a governance framework for POL with an outline of steps HMG would
take to police and enforce its ownership.
We say that the changes have been introduced now as a reaction to the findings contained
in the Judgments and as a matter of convenience in an attempt to “whitewash” HMG’s
actions in the past.
The measures put in place now (much too late) are a tacit admission that during the
Relevant Period HMG hid behind the “arm’s length body” description it attached to POL
allowing its subsidiary to act with impunity throughout that time with catastrophic
consequences. They are actions that HMG and its representative on POL’s Board should
6.4.3

6.5

6.6

6.7
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have taken when in 2012/2013 they each became aware of the issues with the Horizon
system.
We note finally, for completeness, that HMG’s willingness to sweep firmly under the carpet
its involvement in POL’s heinous conduct during the Relevant Period is evident also from
that fact that:
6.8.1 POL’s own “Historic Shortfall Scheme”, set up in recognition of injustice suffered by
SPMs, is not open to the Complainants who are debarred from it under its Terms of
Reference; and
6.8.2 HMG’s “independent inquiry” into the Horizon scandal is:
(a)
not on a statutory footing;
(b)
lacks any subpoena powers;
(c)
led by a retired judge; and
(d)
tasked with ensuring that lessons are learned for the future (on a forwardlooking basis only).
Most importantly, the inquiry’s own terms of reference have been drawn up to ensure that:
6.9.1 it focusses upon POL, and upon ensuring that lessons are learned for the future
within POL;
6.9.2 it does not scrutinise HMG’s ownership, oversight, regulation and/or involvement in
POL at any stage during the Relevant Period; and
6.9.3 it is precluded from scrutinising HMG’s involvement in any of the aspects that
damaged the Complainants so profoundly:
“The Inquiry will consider only those matters set out in the preceding sections A-F. Post Office Ltd’s
prosecution function, matters of criminal law, the Horizon group damages settlement, the conduct
of current or future litigation relating to Horizon and/or the engagement or findings of any other
supervisory or complaints mechanisms, including in the public sector, are outside the Inquiry‘s
scope.”

6.10

6.11

These steps serve HMG well in providing a convenient whitewash or cover-up of its
maladministration of POL during the Relevant Period without affording any redress to the
Complainants for the injustice that HMG’s actions and omissions have caused. That, in our
view, is to further a national scandal at precisely the time when it should be put right.
The inquiry will also, as Darren Jones MP, Chair of the Business, Energy and Industrial
Strategy Committee makes clear, serve only to confirm that there are no serious
consequences for public institutions that fail to adhere to highest standards.53

53

Darren Jones MP letter to Paul Scully MP dated 16 June 2020 stating his disappointment about that Independent
Review not being on a statutory footing with subpoena powers.
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7

INJUSTICE FLOWING FROM HMG’S MALADMINISTRATION

7.1

HMG’s maladministration of POL, manifest in its failure to regulate and supervise its wholly
owned subsidiary during the Relevant Period despite an awareness of deficiencies in the
Horizon software it had committed vast amounts of public funds to, as well as its
acquiescence in POL’s institutionalised approach to defending the reputational integrity of
that system, caused injustice to the Complainants.
The injustice suffered by the Complainants collectively is conservatively estimated to be in
the region of £300,000,000, which we summarise for the Ombudsman under the three heads
of loss below – the “A losses”, “B losses” and “C losses”. In order to quantify losses
precisely, the individual cases of each of the 555 Complainants would need to be considered
to determine (for instance) amounts they personally borrowed to defend themselves against
POL. Until that time, losses are going to remain “in the region” of the figure quoted below.
The Ombudsman is asked to recommend that HMG pay compensation to the Complainants
in the region of that amount in order to restore them to the position that they would have
been in had HMG regulated and overseen POL during the Relevant Period such that the
losses would either not have been incurred by the Complainants in the first place or endured
as long.

7.2

7.3

“A losses” – Costs of litigation funding incurred against POL
7.4

7.5

7.6

7.7

7.8

This head of loss represents the cost the Complainants incurred directly (through a
diminution in the amount paid out of the final mediation settlement sum) in doing HMG’s job
– i.e. the costs of bringing the Proceedings that uncovered POL’s treatment of the
Complainants over the Relevant Period - which totalled £46,500,000 million.
These were the costs the Complainants incurred to various parties including Therium
(litigation funders), Henderson Chambers (barristers), Freeths LLP (instructing lawyers) and
“after the event” insurers. The figure comprises ordinary costs and commercially agreed
uplifts which the Ombudsman will appreciate are required where risk is involved – in this
case the inability of impecunious Complainants to pay for professional advice. And the
Ombudsman should please keep in mind the “David v Goliath” nature of the Complainants’
task – there was an inherent risk in taking on a brand as trusted as the Post Office backed by
HMG funding.
Despite “winning” the Proceedings on (we say) all substantive counts, the impact of the
Rupert Jackson reforms was felt by the Complainants acutely - with POL, the losing party,
not legally liable to pay the Complainants’ costs, costs its litigation strategy was responsible
for increasing substantially by “running down the clock” at every opportunity. The irony will
also be apparent to the Ombudsman that the “winners” immediately handed back to HMG a
significant sum in the form of VAT on professional fees!
To put matters in context, the Complainants, in addition to losses suffered, have on an
average basis each paid a further £83,750 to carry out through the courts HMG’s role to
oversee and regulate POL. But for HMG’s maladministration, these costs would not have
been incurred.
Interest should accrue on £46,500,000 from 11 December 2019 at the statutory rate of 8%.
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“B losses” – Losses claimed in the Proceedings
7.9

7.10

7.11

7.12

7.13

7.14

Losses claimed by the Complainants in the Proceedings fell under a number of heads
including: repayment of shortfalls; loss of investment; loss of earnings; contractual notice
losses; handicap on the open labour market; reputational damage; personal injury; costs
associated with bankruptcy and defending civil proceedings. There were many others.
Whilst these legally recoverable losses represent but a fraction of the losses incurred by the
Complainants collectively, having been calculated according to strict legal principles
including remoteness and foreseeability, they total £52,519,921.75
It is public knowledge, following POL’s FoI response disclosing the mediation settlement
agreement (if not the leaking of the figure to the media after the settlement), that POL paid
the Complainants a settlement figure of £55,000,000.
Deducting from £55,000,000:
7.12.1 £46,500,000 in respect of litigation costs; and
7.12.2 £1,000,000 for related expenses incurred (including arranging closure of the
Proceedings, paying for post mediation settlement steps to remove County Court
Judgments and charging orders, dealing with suspended Complainants, finalising
payments to Complainants made bankrupt, agreeing debt write-offs with POL,
notifying Complainants, reviewing claims forms, calculating and distributing funds),
the net amount paid to the Complainants was £10,500,000.
In other words, each Complainant received (on an average basis, with the amount distributed
to each determined according to the confidential claims proceeds account formula matrix on
which legal losses were determined) £18,918.92, a very low average recovery rate per
Complainant.
Interest should also run on the Complainants’ net unpaid losses claimed in the proceedings
of £42,019,921.75 from 11 December 2019 at the statutory rate of 8%.
“C Losses” – Losses actually incurred but unclaimed in the Proceedings

7.15

7.16

7.17

7.18

“C losses” are those actually incurred by the Complainants – the losses suffered in real life
during the Relevant Period, unrestricted by the legal concepts such as remoteness and
foreseeability.
The losses the Complainants actually suffered as a result of POL’s actions concern heads
such as: loss of asset realisation; loss of a chance to redevelop premises; loss of lease
premium value on premises that no longer include a Post Office; lost remuneration; mental
distress; hurt and suffering (resulting in suicide in some cases); reputational damage and
damage from going to prison; inconvenience; stress; stress-induced illness, the list goes on.
The “C losses” extend, in other words, beyond the narrow scope of losses the Complainants
were restricted to claiming in the Proceedings, litigation that again they were forced to bring
to uncover the truth behind POL’s actions and the Horizon accounting scandal resulting from
HMG’s maladministration in failing to oversee or regulate POL during the Relevant Period.
The “C losses” are calculated by reference to the losses of 59 Complainants as verified by
independent forensic accountant reports that were produced for the Second Sight Interim
Mediation Scheme (that POL unilaterally disbanded) and included in the Proceedings. Those
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losses were then compared with the losses of the same individuals as included in the (final)
Mediation Settlement Scheme that the Complainants were forced into by an HMGsanctioned POL litigation strategy designed to “win at all costs” by “spending them into
oblivion”.
Claim
Second Sight Interim Mediation Claim
– claim per individual Complainant
(Final) Mediation Scheme Settlement:
(a) Amount capable of legal claim by
a Complainant (on an average
basis) before adjustment for
foreseeability/remoteness
(b) Amount capable of legal claim by
a Complainant as adjusted for
foreseeability/remoteness

Amount
£763,653.90

Notes

£189,250.53

The starting point - only c25% of
actual losses per Complainant are
claimed in the Mediation.

£107,620.77

Complainants restricted to c60% of
amount capable of claim – POL
achieves an automatic 60%
discount on losses before interest

(c) Amount actually received per
Complainant

£37,938.60

Complainants awarded c20% of
real adjusted claims (i.e. losses
capable of claim before interest)

7.19 Based on the £10,500,000 settlement sum paid to the Complainants representing 20% of the
real adjusted claim (the losses capable of claim as restricted by discounting for litigation risk),
the accurate real adjusted claim would be £52,500,000 (£10.5m / 20%).
7.20 Treating the accurate real adjusted claim for these purposes as the amount capable of legal
claim, which represents 25% of losses actually incurred, it follows that gross “C losses”
represent £210,000,000 (£52,500,000 / 25%).
7.21 In calculating net “C losses”, the true amount actually lost by the Complainants, to prevent
double counting there needs to be a deduction of £52,500,000 for amounts treated as claimed
by the Complainants leaving the net figure at £158,000,000.
7.22 Interest should again be added, but running under this head of loss from 22 March 2017 when
the GLO was issued (the Proceedings taking 18 months from then to reach the courts).
Summary of injustice
7.23 In summary, the amount required to compensate the Complainants fully for the injustice
suffered due to HMG’s maladministration of POL over the Relevant Period is estimated at:
“A losses”
“B losses”
“C losses”
Plus interest @ statutory rate (8%)
Total in the region of

£ 46,500,000.00
£ 42,019,921.75
£158,000,000.00
£300,000,000.00
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SCHEDULE 1
COMPLAINANTS
[INTENTIONALLY BLANK]
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SCHEDULE 2
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION REQUESTS UNANSWERED BY POL (BEIS & UKGI)
POL

Two independent reports were conducted, at the behest of Post Office Limited regarding the allegation of poor error
and fraud repellency of Horizon which forensic investigators Second Sight believed their findings evidenced (20122015).
i)

What was the POL Board advised regarding these counter investigations, by whom were they
conducted and when?
Please can you make available these with respect to the Horizon's integrity.

Written evidence submitted by the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy to the BEIS Select
Committee under its review into the Post Office and Horizon, (published 15th May 2020, Annex B-FactuaI Timeline,
p7) states the following:
i)

'August 2015: The post Office Minister meets with POL to discuss the Review and Mediation Scheme,
Second Sight reports and POL'S to addressing issues raised about the Horizon system'.
a. Who was present at this meeting?
b. Were any raised at the meeting regarding POL's suspense accounts highlighted in Second Sights
reports suggestions made to investigate them?
ii)
'September 2015: The Post Office Minister commissions POL'S new Chair to undertake a review of
POL's Horizon system and handling of postmaster issues. Support is provided by a QC'.
a. Who was commissioned to undertake this review.'?
iii)
'April 2016: Preliminary conclusion of the review by the POL Chair finds systematic problem with the
Horizon system. Review halted following legal proceedings lodged against POL by the JFSA'.
a. Please can you advise who authorised this review to halted, POL's Chair or the post Office
Minister?
Please release relevant correspondence between POL and BEIS/UKGI and/or minutes of committee meetings when
this review was discussed.
iv)

What was the response of BEIS to findings of the review and what action, if any was taken by POL as a
result?
Written evidence cited above can be found at: https://committees.parliament.uk/work/97/post-office-andhorizon/publications/written-evidence/

On 21st March 2019, POL issued an application to recuse Mr Justice Fraser, the High Court Judge presiding over the
Group Litigation.
i)

On what date did the POL Board and/or GLO Committee take the decision topursue this course of
action?
a. Was a UKGI representative present at the time?
b. Were any more senior departmental representatives present at the meeting, if so please can you
identify them.
c. Did POL seek ministerial approval before its application to recuse the Judge?
Please release minutes of this meeting.
ii)

On 9th April 2019, POL delivered an appeal against the Judge’s refusal to recuse himself.
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a.

Which UKGI/BEIS representatives attended the Board/GLO Committee meeting at which this
further action was authorised?
Please release minutes of this meeting.

According to the Horizon Issues Judgement, in July 2016 the POL Board approved an IT Strategy document
identifying that ‘IT was not fit for purpose, expensive and difficult to change’ (p 297, para 953): https://protecteu.mimecast.com/s/UfTsCgnvyiP4E42TEyvhP?domain=judiciary.uk
Please can you disclose if BEIS’s UKGI representative was present at the Board meeting at which this
was discussed?
a. Was the Chair of the Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee in attendance?
b. Who else was present?
Please release minutes of this meeting.
i)

According to the Horizon Issues Judgement, a Technology Strategy Update Decision Paper was issued on 30th
January, 2017 (p 297, para 953): https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/UfTsCgnvyiP4E42TEyvhP?domain=judiciary.uk
The document constitutes an update to a report approved by the POL Board in July 2016 (also referred to in the
Judgement, as above).
Did the 2017 update document receive Board approval? If so, please can you disclose if BEIS’s UKGI
representative was present at the Board meeting at which this 2017 Update Paper was approved?
a. Was the Chair of the Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee in attendance?
b. Who else was present?
Please can you release minutes of this meeting?
i)

In her letter of response to the BEIS Select Committee’s current inquiry into POL and Horizon (24th June 2020)
former POL CEO, Paula Vennells, stated in relation to POL’s Suspense Accounts:
“Since it was a technical financial control issue, I asked the CFO to look into it...I cannot remember how this
was resolved” (p 15, para 53).
i)
ii)

iii)

Did this request of the CEO to her CFO generate a report into POL’s Suspense Accounts? If so, please
can you release its findings?
Were any other investigations into POL’s Suspense Accounts conducted after independent Forensic
Investigators Second Sight raised concerns over their origins? If so please can you release their
findings?
Did POL’s external auditor ever raise concerns over the unexplained accumulation, scale or origin of
POL’s Suspense Accounts?

A document known as the Wilmington Report is referred to in the NATIONAL AUDIT OFFICE report of February 2005
‘Department of Trade and Industry Financial Support of Post Offices’ (Ordered by the House of Commons).
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/yIP_CmYBki1kykni4UJ0Z?domain=nao.org.uk
The remit of the report which was commissioned by the NAO from Wilmington Capital Ltd, is described as:
‘to examine whether the Department’s financial monitoring of Post Office Limited is appropriate. Using the
private sector as a benchmark, they analysed the shareholding relationship between the Department and
Post Office Limited and considered whether the monitoring and corporate governance relationships meet
the parties’ objectives’ (p14).
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Please can you advise if a copy of this report is in the possession of the Post Office and if so, please
can you release it?
Please can you indicate what, if any actions were implemented as a result of its findings regarding the
shareholder relationship between POL and its sponsor department (known at that time as the
Department of Trade and Industry)?

As part of its inquiry into the Post Office and Horizon, the Chair of the BEIS Select Committee asked its former CEO,
Paula Vennells, for information concerning the involvement of UKGI officials in discussions about Horizon at Board
level. In her letter of response (24th June 2020) Ms Vennells, stated:
“The UKGI directors were fully engaged in the discussions...The present UKGI incumbent director...was fully
engaged on the Board, sub- committee and with ministers and lawyers at BEIS” (p17, para 60 in response
to Question 16).
i)
ii)
iii)

iv)

Please can you confirm the identity of the law firm who were involved on behalf of BEIS with which the
UKGI POL representative was ‘fully engaged’.
Please can you confirm if a representative from this law firm gave advice or was involved in discussions
which led to POL’s application to recuse Mr Justice Fraser on 21st March 2019?
Please can you confirm if a representative from this law firm gave advice or was involved in discussions
which led to POL’s appeal against the Judge’s refusal to recuse himself delivered by POL on 9th April
2019.
Did any lawyer representing the Department for BEIS attend any meetings of the POL GLO subCommittee from the time of its inauguration in March 2018 until the conclusion of the litigation in
December 2019?

In his letter to the BEIS Select Committee of 16th June 2020, POL CEO Nick Read stated:
“Our General Counsel, Ben Foat, was appointed in May 2019, a number of years after the start of the High
Court proceedings and had no previous involvement in the Group Litigation”(p6).
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/CqxMCkrzgfYo2oQikx0Te?domain=committees.parliament.uk
Ben Foat’s employment at POL predates the Litigation, dating from 2015. Prior to becoming its General Counsel his
responsibilities as Legal Director included legal risk management and drafting legal strategy.
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/iSZ4Cl2A0HO6R6ZCgwNjK?domain=lawsociety.org.uk
i)

Did Ben Foat as Legal Director attend any meetings of the POL Board GLO Subcommittee between
March 2018 and his appointment as GC in May 2019?
Please can you provide relevant minutes.
ii)

iii)

Was Ben Foat as Legal Director personally involved in generating reports for the Board GLO
Subcommittee, or for the Group Director of Legal, Risk and Governance with regards to the Group
Litigation? Please provide the relevant documents.
Did Ben Foat as Legal Director have direct communications with POL lawyers Womble Bond Dickinson
or with lawyers representing BEIS with regards to the Group Litigation prior to May 2019? Please
provide the relevant documents.

In his Horizon Issues Ruling of December 2019, Judge Fraser expressed concern that POL investigations routinely
used Credence data, or a variety of management information, to resolve disputes over branch discrepancies rather
than consulting the ARQ (‘Audit’) data:
“The evidence in both this trial, and the Common Issues trial, where the Post Office cross-examined a
number of SPMs on events in their branch accounts by using a variety of management information, other
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than the audit data, makes clear to me just how important it is to use the audit data, rather than other
sources including management information. The management information is confusing, contradictory, has
been shown to be wrong and requires numerous assumptions or a ‘take it from me’ type of approach on the
part of a questioner. It is rarely agreed what that management data shows. The audit data, by its very
nature, will be far superior and the best evidence available of what has occurred on Horizon. It should be
consulted in circumstances where there is a dispute between the Post Office and a SPM.”
(Horizon
Issues Judgement, p285, para 905-913).
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/UfTsCgnvyiP4E42TEyvhP?domain=judiciary.uk
i)
ii)

Please can you confirm, in respect of the Historical Shortfall Scheme, whether POL will be consulting
ARQ or Credence data supplied by Fujitsu in the course of its investigations?
Please can you confirm if POL will identify to every complainant in the scheme which level of data it is
using for its evidence?

According to its Shareholder Relationship Framework Document, Post Office Limited is to have regular Shareholder
meetings with the Department for BEIS
(p27, Appendix 4, 7b).
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/alrlCkrzgfYgzGji26m1-?domain=assets.publishing.service.gov.uk
i)
ii)

Please can you reveal how many such meetings have been conducted (including virtually) since the
Agreement took effect on 1st April 2020?
ii)Please can you release minutes of all Shareholder meetings to date?

According to its Terms of Reference, POL’s Audit, Risk & Compliance Committee has a duty to review legal matters
which may impact on the financial statements of the company.
The Group Litigation was first mentioned in the 2015-16 POL Annual Report (p74): https://protecteu.mimecast.com/s/xe5pCpkGnuQ536WU2vI9z?domain=beta.companieshouse.gov.uk
i)

On what date did the ARC Committee first discuss the emerging risk of the Group Litigation as a
financial, reputational or strategic risk to POL and was BEIS’s UKGI representative Richard Callard
present?
Please can you release minutes from this meeting?
ii)

How regularly was the progress of the litigation monitored by this committee up until the convening of
the GLO Subcommittee in March 2018?iii)
iii)
Is POL’s ARC Committee continuing to keep under review the potential financial/reputational/ strategic
posed by POL’s anticipated legal activity at the Court of Appeal, its Historical Shortfall Scheme and
investigations into over 900 previous SPM prosecutions?
iv)
Now that the High Court action has been settled, has the POL GLO Subcommittee been superseded by
another committee which is overseeing current legal strategy and outcomes?
a. If so, please can you identify its membership?
Please can you release minutes from this meeting?

According to POL’s 2012-13 Annual Report, the BIS Departmental Representative, Susannah Storey of the Shared
Executive, attended all POL’s Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee meetings within this financial year: (POL
Annual Report 2012-13, p44) https://protecteu.mimecast.com/s/VuXzC6BkMSVX5MLfBGq5Q?domain=beta.companieshouse.gov.uk
There was no departmental representative on the POL ARC Committee 2013-14: (POL Annual Report 2013-14, p54)
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/zCIvCZz5giPzJxKUzQ0FZ?domain=beta.companieshouse.gov.uk
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According to the 2015-16 POL Annual Report, the BIS/UKGI representative, Richard Callard, joined POL’s ARC
Committee part way through the financial year: (POL Annual Report 2015-16, p22 & 25)
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/4N52C5RjMfgABRkC8plko?domain=beta.companieshouse.gov.uk
i)
ii)
iii)

Please can you reveal the date of the last ARC Committee meeting attended by Susannah Storey and
the date of the first ARC Committee meeting attended by Richard Callard?
Please can you supply any documentation regarding the reasons for the departmental representative
being withdrawn then re-instated from POL’s ARC Committee?
Please can you supply documents which show whether these decisions were made by POL, the
Department for BIS, the Shared Executive or its successor UKGI?

Annual Reports of POL give no indication that its Internal Audit conducted a system audit of Horizon. Only the 2016
Annual Report cites all the audits conducted by POL’s Internal Audit which are mainstream, financial services and
business transformation: (POL Annual Report 2015-16, p30)
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/4N52C5RjMfgABRkC8plko?domain=beta.companieshouse.gov.uk
Please can you provide documents to evidence if/when POL’s Internal Audit conducted a detailed
system audit of Horizon IT itself (as distinct from branch- level audits of Horizon users) prior to the
Group Litigation Order made in March 2017?
ii)
Please can you confirm if the Royal Mail Internal Audit, on whom POL relied prior to 2013, conducted a
detailed system audit of Horizon?
iii)
iii) Please can you confirm if POL’s Internal Audit had technical auditors competent and qualified to
perform detailed system audits from the time of its inception following POL’s split from Royal Mail?
(Please detail relevant professional qualifications).
i)

iv)

Has POL’s Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee ever raise concerns regarding the technical
expertise of POL’s Internal Audit?

The POL Annual Report of 2013-14 explains how a new POL Internal Audit Department was established after the
summer of 2013 following the split from Royal Mail (having previously relied upon Royal Mail Internal Audit). POL’s
Internal Audit is described as a small team supported by co-sourcing arrangements with a major firm:
(POL
Annual Report 2013-14, p54):
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/zCIvCZz5giPzJxKUzQ0FZ?domain=beta.companieshouse.gov.uk
i)
ii)

Please can you confirm if these co-sourcing arrangements covered IT audits?
If so, did the external suppliers perform any system audit of Horizon and can you provide the results of
any such audit?

On how many occasions has a BEIS Minister and/or UKGI representative for the Department met with POL directors
or officials to discuss the establishment of POL’s Historical Shortfall Scheme?
Please can you provide minutes of relevant meetings?

On how many occasions since the Ruling of the Horizon Issues Trial was handed down on 16th December 2019 has
a BEIS Minister and/or UKGI representative for the Department met with POL directors or officials and discussed the
referrals of Horizon cases by the Criminal Case Review Commission to the Court of Appeal?
Please can you provide minutes of relevant meetings?
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On how many occasions has a BEIS Minister and/or UKGI representative for the Department met with POL directors
or officials to discuss investigations into more than 900 historical prosecutions secured on the basis of potentially
unreliable Horizon data?
Please can you provide minutes of relevant meetings?

In her letter of response to the BEIS Select Committee’s current inquiry into POL and Horizon (24th June 2020)
former POL CEO, Paula Vennells, stated in relation to the cessation of branch suspense accounts:
“The suspense account issue relates to the procedures around disputed shortfalls...this was an area where
Post Office needed to improve, both in terms of preventing disputes from arising in the first instance, and of
dealing with all and especially complex disputes effectively when they arose. One improvement we made in
the first category was the introduction of technology, called HORice, which could help identify anomalies
before they escalated into large losses” (p6, para 12 & p8, para 22).
Please can you confirm if ‘large losses’ which the HORice technology was intended to mitigate against,
were in branch accounts?
ii)
When was this technology introduced?
iii)
Please can you release documentation which monitored the impact of HORice on reducing the
incidence and size of ‘large losses’, comparing rates before and after its implementation?
(Paula Vennells’ letter can be found at: https://protecteu.mimecast.com/s/MOOlCJNL1CpLrpvcGcUak?domain=committees.parliament.uk/)
i)

On 23rd May 2019 Judge Fraser ordered POL to pay £5.5m to the Claimants for costs incurred during the Common
Issues Trial (transcript below). POL’s QC, Mr Cavendar sought a 14 day extension to the payment deadline
explaining: ‘It is a question of arranging the funds I suppose and talking to our shareholder about it’.
i)

Please can you release documents between POL and the Department for BEIS and/or between POL
and UKGI regarding the authorisation of this payment from the shareholder?
ii)
What was the agreed threshold beyond which POL was bound to consult its shareholder before
releasing funds to Claimants as part of the Horizon Litigation?
Please can you release documentation in which such limits were specified?
On 11th December 2019 mediation between POL and the GLO Claimants concluded with a £57.75m settlement
awarded to the Claimants.
iii)

Please can you release documents detailing communications between POL and the Department for
BEIS and/or documents detailing communications between POL and UKGI which authorised this
payment?
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/7O0GCOPQGC5rR5jSA2wLl?domain=postofficetrial.com

On 6th July 2020 in a written response to Lord Arbuthnot, BEIS’s Parliamentary Under-Secretary, Lord Callanan
made the following comment:
“Following the Common Issues Judgment in March 2019, POL advised Ministers that it intended to change
its approach to the litigation. This included changes to the POL legal team and strategy...”
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/ZeCsCQ6VXiB4ABpcGACTw?domain=theyworkforyou.com
i)

Please can you release correspondence and/or minutes of meetings in which POL advised the
Department for BEIS and/or its UKGI representatives of the aforesaid change in legal strategy after the
Common Issues Judgement of March 2019?
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Please can you release correspondence and/or minutes of meetings in which the Department for BEIS
and/or its UKGI representative responded to POL’s information regarding the change in its legal team
and strategy as a result of the Common Issues Judgement?

Vennells refers to remedial actions taken by POL in response to the 2011 Ernst & Young management letter which
had exposed weaknesses in the control and security procedures around Horizon. She maintains ‘improvements to
controls’ and ‘focused management action’ resulted in an ‘ultimately positive outcome’ as E&Y audits of 2012 and
2013 ‘made less significant recommendations for further improvements’ (Link, p12, para 40).
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/MOOlCJNL1CpLrpvcGcUak?domain=committees.parliament.uk
In the Horizon Issues Judgement, however, Judge Fraser is clear that Privileged User Access logs were not
adequately maintained until 2015 which he considers”...a serious deficiency both in the required level of controls in
Horizon, in the recording of what privileged users were actually doing...and also a corresponding absence of
recording and auditing those activities”. (Horizon Issues Judgement p218, para 692-694, p118, para 393-394).
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/NtlOCKLMGt8xE8Nc365Ly?domain=judiciary.uk
i)

ii)

Please can POL release relevant passages of the E&Y SAS70 audit reports and/or management letters
of 2012, 2013 and 2014 which address ongoing weaknesses in the control and security procedures
around Horizon.
Please can you confirm if these audits reports and/or management letters were considered by POL’s
Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee and if so please supply minutes of the relevant meetings
identifying all attendees.

The Dalmellington bug lay undiscovered in Horizon though its effects were apparent from 2010-2015 (Horizon Issues
Judgement p136, para 447-449) and Horizon Issues Technical Appendix p 42-44, para 163-171) https://protecteu.mimecast.com/s/NtlOCKLMGt8xE8Nc365Ly?domain=judiciary.uk https://protecteu.mimecast.com/s/S08YCPzRGivAGvRSZ8ZM_?domain=judiciary.uk
In December 2015 an investigation by Fujitsu- prompted by the impact of this bug at a post office branch- revealed it
had caused 112 incidents since 2010. A confidential briefing arising from this investigation was given to POL.
i)
Please can you confirm if this report was presented to POL’s Audit Risk and Compliance Committee?
ii)
If so please can you provide relevant minutes detailing all attendees when it was discussed.
Please can you release this report?

According to the Shareholder Relationship Framework Document between BEIS/UKGI and POL implemented on
April 1st 2020: ‘2.3 The Shareholder may also issue a periodic Chair Letter (the “Chair Letter”)’ (p6) https://protecteu.mimecast.com/s/jxjTCPzRGivyLlVTzgxg2?domain=assets.publishing.service.gov.uk
Please can you determine whether such a Chair Letter has been received by POL from the Department for BEIS, and
if so, please can you reveal its contents?

During its High Court Horizon Litigation, Judge Fraser originally asked POL to report its legal costs to the Court at
£250k intervals, but POL costs rose so rapidly he had to adjust the reporting interval to £500k: https://protecteu.mimecast.com/s/QAJvCXr3PfBpLJrT9KaBa?domain=lawgazette.co.uk
At what intervals was it decided that POL would report its legal costs to BEIS/UKGI and was this reporting interval
ever adjusted to accommodate the high rate of expenditure?
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According to the Shareholder Relationship Framework Document between BEIS/UKGI and POL implemented on
April 1st 2020 POL must produce an Annual Business Plan and a three year Strategic Plan to include: ‘high level
financial and performance projections, at both the corporate and line-of- business level, with sensitivity analyses of
the major risks...’ (p 7-9)
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/jxjTCPzRGivyLlVTzgxg2?domain=assets.publishing.service.gov.uk
i)

ii)

What provision has been made in these plans for the ongoing costs relating to POL’s Horizon issues,
namely the 47 cases referred by the Criminal Case Review Commission to the Court of Appeal, the
1800 applicants to the Historical Shortfall Scheme and the 900 plus historic sub-postmaster
prosecutions POL is currently investigating?
Have these plans been informed by an Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee Report on the potential
scale of risk of the above factors to the financial position of POL?

According to the Shareholder Relationship Framework Document between BEIS/UKGI and POL implemented on
April 1st 2020, POL’s Board is bound to inform the Department prior to taking any final decision on a Relevant Issue
which is defined as:
‘an issue which may have a material adverse effect upon the business or financial prospects of the Group
or any Group Company’ and/or ‘regulatory matters, such as any Group Company being referred for
regulatory investigation by a relevant regulatory authority’ (p18)
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/jxjTCPzRGivyLlVTzgxg2?domain=assets.publishing.service.gov.uk
Please can you confirm if the activities of POL with regard to the list below are considered by the Board to be
Relevant Issues and therefore subject to reporting to the Shareholder prior to a final decision being taken?
i)
ii)
iii)

47 cases referred by the Criminal Case Review Commission to the Court of Appeal,
1800 applicants to the Historical Shortfall Scheme,
900 plus historic sub-postmaster prosecutions POL is currently investigating.

According to Kelly Tolhurst, replying to Kevan Jones’s parliamentary question246965 of 24th April 2019:
‘Ministers have met with directors and officials of the Post Office four times in the last 12 months to discuss
a number of topics including the ongoing group litigation’ (8th May 2019).
Ms Tolhurst’s answer to Kevan Jones’s follow-up question of 6th June 2019 discloses that she and her predecessor
Andrew Griffiths MP, were Ministers in attendance along with POL’s Chair, CEO, CFO and executive director
covering Legal Affairs.
i)
ii)

Please can you release minutes of these four meetings?
Please can you disclose on how many occasions a Minister from BEIS has met with POL directors and
officials since 8th May 2019?
(See MP: Mr Kevan Jones - Written Questions to Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy):
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/C3aCCE0Dyi1M9X9uQovSh?domain=parallelparliament.co.uk

In her reply to MP Kevan Jones’ parliamentary question on 6th June 2019, BEIS Postal Minister Kelly Tolhurst makes
reference to a pre-Board dinner on 25th March 2019 attended by the department’s UKGI representative Tom Cooper
(see link below).
i)
ii)

Please can you provide a list of all attendees at the subsequent POL Board meeting on 25th March
2019?
Please can you confirm if POL’ s Recusal Application submitted to the High Court 4 days previously
was discussed at this Board Meeting?
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iii)
Please can you release minutes of this Board meeting?
iv)
On what date did the POL Board approve the decision to Recuse Justice Fraser?
In her reply to Kevan Jones MP, Kelly Tolhurst also makes reference to a two-day strategy meeting 26-27 June 2018
attended by a member of UKGI in lieu of Tom Cooper.
v)

Please can you identify who the UKGI representative was who attended in lieu of Tom Cooper and if
this two-day meeting included on its agenda legal strategy with regards to the Group Litigation?
(see below, MP: Mr Kevan Jones - Written Questions to Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy):
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/C3aCCE0Dyi1M9X9uQovSh?domain=parallelparliament.co.uk

On 15th May 2014, Fujitsu announced the appointment of Michael Keegan as Head of its UK and Ireland activities
(see below). The article notes that prior to joining Fujitsu, Mr Keegan’s experience in the IT sector ‘included holding
senior leadership roles at the Royal Mail Group/Post Office Ltd’.
Please can you identify the senior leadership roles held by Michael Keegan at POL along with relevant dates?
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/jdXHCGMGASWGYXYs1nM3b?domain=fujitsu.com

According to the Shareholder Relationship Framework Document between BEIS/UKGI and POL implemented on
April 1st 2020, there must be a Shareholder meeting at least twice per annum attended by the Shareholder NED,
Shareholder representative at Executive Level, Policy Sponsor and Policy Champion (p11).
i)

Please can you advise if such a Shareholder meeting has been convened, if so, how many times and
who attended?
ii)
Please can you release minutes of the meeting?
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/99e_Cy9Rzc6kXVXsZz9f7?domain=assets.publishing.service.gov.uk

Please can you identify how many Post Office Limited auditors responsible for conducting audits at branch level have
been investigated, faced disciplinary action or have removed from duty as a result of irregularities in branch audits?
Please provide numbers per annum since the rollout of Horizon in 1999

In written evidence to the BIS Select Committee Inquiry of 2015, POL gave the following assurance:
‘There is no functionality in Horizon for either a branch, Post Office or Fujitsu (suppliers of the Horizon system) to
edit, manipulate or remove transaction data once it has been recorded in a branch’s accounts’ (point 47).
http://data.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/committeeevidence.svc/evidencedocument/business-innovation-and-skillscommittee/post-office-mediation/written/17827.html
The stance on remote access of that time is recalled by ex POL CEO Paula Vennells in her letter of response to the
BEIS Select Committee’s 2020 Inquiry into POL and Horizon:
‘I raised this question repeatedly, both internally and with Fujitsu, and was always given the same answer: that it was
not possible for branch records to be altered remotely without the sub-postmaster’s knowledge’.
Please can you supply communications and/or audit reports from Fujitsu in which Fujitsu gives assurance that branch
accounts could not be remotely accessed without an SPM’s knowledge and on which POL’s based the assurances it
gave to MPs?
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(Below, letter from Paula Vennells to BEIS Select Committee of 24th June 2020, p16, point 54):
https://committees.parliament.uk/publications/1621/documents/15462/default/

In a letter to Marion Fellows MP of 8th June 2020, Post Office CEO Nick Read reveals a total of 1199 temporary
branch closures across the network at 31st March 2020. This figure is exclusive of branches impacted by Covid-19.
i)

Please can you reveal how many of the 1199 closures were triggered by irregularities in branch
accounts following POL audits?
ii)
Of any closures due irregularities in branch accounts, how many Subpostmasters:
a. were suspended?
b. have been re-instated?
c. had their contracts terminated?
(Letter in Hansard Deposited Paper’s): https://protecteu.mimecast.com/s/s8hyCV71Wi0DjApIQ4vGW?domain=data.parliament.uk

i)

ii)
iii)

i)

ii)

i)
ii)

How many SPMs who ran Post Office branches located in McColls stores have been suspended and/or
terminated as a result of unexplained discrepancies in branch accounts discovered by POL audit since
1999?
How many Post Office branches in McColls stores have been temporarily closed due to unexplained
discrepancies in branch accounts found by POL audit since 1999?
How many shortfalls discovered by POL audit in branch accounts at McColls have been in excess of
£1,000 since the rollout of Horizon in 1999?

Please can you release all versions of POL Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee Terms of Reference
since April 1st 2012 including dates of when each version was in use. ii) Please can you release Audit,
Risk and Compliance Committee (or equivalent)
Terms of Reference from the period prior to POL’s split from Royal Mail. Please include all versions
implemented since 1995 when Post Office Limited (then Post Office Counters) was operated as a
subsidiary of The Post Office, and subsequently as a subsidiary of Consignia and Royal Mail Holdings.

Is Post Office’s Historical Shortfall Scheme open to sub-postmasters who operated or continue to
operate Post Office branches in WH Smith, Coop, Tesco, Londis, Budgens, Premier or Bargain Booze?
How many applicants have been turned away from the Historical Shortfall Scheme on account of them
working or having worked at a post office branch located in a McColls store?

Reference was made in the Horizon Issues Judgement of December 2019 to Management Letters from Ernst and
Young. The earliest to be cited is that of 2011 which states:
‘Within the IT environment our audit work has AGAIN identified weaknesses mainly relating to the control
environment operated by POL’s third party IT suppliers’ [emphasis added], (p101, para 394):
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/iBp0CngDltlWwqrs9KsKX?domain=judiciary.uk
i)

ii)
iii)

Please can you confirm how many previous Ernst and Young Management Letters highlighted
weaknesses in POL’s IT control environment including unaudited Privileged User Access at POL’s third
party IT suppliers?
What is the date of the earliest Ernst and Young audit to raise such concerns?
To which individuals and/or committees were these Ernst and Young Management Letters circulated?
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The Horizon Issues Judgement of December 2019 refers to a POL Risk Compliance Committee meeting of 18th
September 2013 which noted some of the risks highlighted by the recent Ernst and Young audit as having been
addressed (p247, para 791): https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/iBp0CngDltlWwqrs9KsKX?domain=judiciary.uk
i)
ii)

Please can you identify who was present at this meeting and release its minutes?
Please can you release the names of attendees and minutes of the contemporaneous 2013 POL Audit,
Risk and Compliance Committee meeting in which the findings of the same recent Ernst and Young
audit were considered?

BEIS

As part of its inquiry into the Post Office and Horizon, the Chair of the BEIS Select Committee asked its former CEO,
Paula Vennells, for information concerning the involvement of UKGI officials in discussions about Horizon at Board
level. In her letter of response (24th June 2020) Ms Vennells, stated:
“The UKGI directors were fully engaged in the discussions...The present UKGI incumbent director...was fully
engaged on the Board, sub- committee and with ministers and lawyers at BEIS” (p17, para 60 in response
to Question 16).
i)
ii)
iii)

iv)

i)

ii)

Please can you confirm the identity of the law firm who were involved on behalf of BEIS with which
the UKGI POL representative was ‘fully engaged’.
ii) Please can you confirm if a representative from this law firm gave advice or was involved in
discussions which led to POL’s application to recuse Mr Justice Fraser on 21st March 2019?
Please can you confirm if a representative from this law firm gave advice or was involved in
discussions which led to POL’s appeal against the Judge’s refusal to recuse himself delivered by
POL on 9th April 2019.
v) Did any lawyer representing the Department for BEIS attend any meetings of the POL GLO subCommittee from the time of its inauguration in March 2018 until the conclusion of the litigation in
December 2019?

Please can you disclose the total legal costs to the Department for BEIS which were incurred during,
and as a result of, POL’s Horizon Litigation? Please can you also breakdown into expenditure per tax
year?
Please differentiate between costs incurred by BEIS’s legal department and those incurred as a result
of engaging external specialist legal advice.”

In a written response to Lord Arbuthnot on 6th July 2020 (https://questions-statements.parliament.uk/writtenquestions/detail/2020-06-22/HL5975), BEIS’s Parliamentary Under-Secretary, Lord Callanan made the following
comment: ”Following the Common Issues Judgment in March 2019, POL advised Ministers that it intended to change
its approach to the litigation. This included changes to the POL legal team and strategy...”
i)

ii)

i)

Please can you release correspondence and/or minutes of meetings in which POL advised the
Department for BEIS and/or its UKGI representatives of the aforesaid change in legal strategy after the
Common Issues Judgement of March 2019?
Please can you release correspondence and/or minutes of meetings in which the Department for BEIS
and/or its UKGI representative responded to POL’s information regarding the change in its legal team
and strategy as a result of the Common Issues Judgement?

Was a Ministerial Direction ever sought by the BEIS’s Accounting Officer regarding regularity, propriety,
value for money or feasibility in respect of spending incurred by Post Office during its High Court
Horizon Litigation?
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ii) Please can you disclose whether in response a Ministerial Direction was issued by the Department
for BEIS or by the Cabinet Office in relation to spending incurred by Post Office Limited during its High
Court Horizon Litigation?
iii) If so, please can you disclose correspondence detailing the grounds on which the request was made
and reasons for whether or not it was granted.

With regard to POL’s Horizon controversy, it has been reported that the Department for BEIS’s decision to conduct a
review (as opposed to a judicial inquiry), and the terms of that review, were agreed after communications between
the Department and No 10. (See link below).
Please can you release correspondence between the Department for BEIS and No 10 in which this decision was
considered and agreed?

According to p68 of BEIS’s 2016-17 Annual Report:
‘The Department’s senior management and governance structures have an up-todate view on POs’ [Partner
Organisations’] risks and performance through close working between the Portfolio Office and the Partnerships
Team. All POs provide regular assurance assessments that are reviewed internally, with relevant issues escalated
through the Performance and Risk Challenge Panel, the Performance, Finance and Risk Committee and the Audit
and Risk Assurance Committee’
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/641623/beisannual-report-accounts-2016-17-update-2-web.pdf
i)
ii)
iii)

i)

ii)

iii)

Please can you confirm if and when the financial/reputational/strategic risks posed by Post Office’s
Group Litigation were escalated to BEIS’s Performance and Risk Challenge Panel?
Please can you confirm if/when the financial/reputational/ strategic risks posed by Post Office’s Group
Litigation were escalated to BEIS’s Finance and Risk Committee?
Please can you confirm if/when the financial/reputational/ strategic risks posed by Post Office’s Group
Litigation were escalated to BEIS’s Audit and Risk Assurance Committee?

Please can you confirm if/when the financial/reputational/ strategic risks posed by POL’s Horizon High
Court Litigation were escalated to the Executive Committee chaired by the BEIS Accounting Officer,
Alex Chisholm?
Please can you confirm if/when the risks of Post Office’s Horizon High Court Litigation were escalated
to the BEIS Board? Is the current status of Post Office Limited currently regarded as High Risk by the
BEIS Board with regard to its Historical Shortfall Scheme, investigations into over 900 previous
prosecutions related to potentially flawed Horizon evidence and active litigation at the Appeals Court?
When was the BEIS Advisory Legal Team (or Government Legal Department when the BEIS Advisory
Legal Team was transferred) first consulted with regard to the POL Horizon High Court Litigation? Does
the Government Legal Department currently have active involvement in Post Office’s activities
regarding the Horizon Litigation?

In its 2017-18 Annual Report, BEIS acknowledges the ‘Limited’ GIAA rating it received the previous year with regard
to its framework of governance, risk management and control.
A ‘Limited’ assurance rating is defined as having ‘significant weaknesses in the framework of governance, risk
management and control such that it could be or could become inadequate and ineffective’, see:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/725808/BEIS_We
b_accessible_Annual_Report_and_Accounts_2017_18.pdf p66, para 9 and ref 17 at bottom of page)].
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In the 2017-18 Annual Report BEIS goes on to identify remedial action for improvements include a focus on
increasing consistency of risk management and on partner organisation relations. These include the introduction of
systems to ‘improve the line of sight into partner organisations’ and a ‘new methodology to engage and work with
partner organisations’ (As above, p72, para 2 & 8).
i)
ii)

Please can you release information which indicates whether BEIS’s relationship with Post Office Limited
or UKGI was identified in the 2016-17, or subsequent, GIAA audits as needing improvement?
Please can you release documentation which details systems which were implemented to improve the
‘line of sight’ into Post Office Limited or UKGI in response to GIAA recommendations?

The 2016-17 BEIS Annual Report cites an internal audit recommendation that improvements would be gained from
‘developing the relationship model to reinforce the lines of accountability so that there is clear authority to take action
when required; and ensuring framework documents, memoranda of understanding and similar documents are up-todate, accurate and reviewed regularly’ (see p67, para 5).
i)
ii)

Please can you confirm whether any internal audit, GIAA or otherwise, identified Post Office Limited or
UKGI as entities which lacked a Framework Document/Memorandum of Understanding with BEIS?
What actions were suggested as a result and when were they implemented?

According to the Department for BEIS’s Audit & Risk Assurance Committee Terms of Reference (p3):
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/677596/response/1616838/attach/3/ARAC%202.2a%20BEIS%20ARAC%
20Terms%20of%20Reference%20Feb%202017%2025070.pdf?cookie_passthrough=1
‘The Committee will, in consultation with the Department's Accounting Officer and the Directors of Finance and
Commercial, establish appropriate arrangements to identify the Arm's Length Bodies and Partner Organisations with
the greatest potential to impact the Department's objectives and its consolidated financial statements’.
i)

ii)

iii)

When and how regularly did BEIS’s Audit & Risk Assurance Committee engage directly with POL or
with UKGI to assess the control environments, risk management framework and escalation practices at
POL with regard to its Horizon issues?
Was a higher level of scrutiny exercised by this Committee, in consultation with the Department’s
Accounting Officer, in response to the publication of a report by Forensic Investigators Second Sight in
April 2015 or by the announcement of the Group Litigation Order v POL in March 2017?
How regularly were reports from POL’s Group Litigation Subcommittee delivered directly, or via UKGI,
to BEIS’s Audit & Risk Assurance Committee?

During its High Court Horizon Litigation, Judge Fraser originally asked POL to report its legal costs to the Court at
£250k intervals, but POL costs rose so rapidly he had to adjust the reporting interval to £500k:
https://www.lawgazette.co.uk/news/bates-v-post-office-costs-hit-25m-as-both-parties-warned-aboutspending/5070562.article
i)

At what intervals was it decided that POL would report its legal costs to BEIS/UKGI and was this
reporting interval ever adjusted to accommodate the high rate of expenditure?

Subsequent to its oral evidence session of 3rd February 2015 regarding the Post Office Mediation Scheme and
Horizon IT system, the BIS Committee Chair wrote to the department’s Secretary of State. Recommendations of the
Committee included:
‘We believe that your Department should have a copy of Second Sight’s final thematic report on the operation of the
Horizon system...It is my understanding that, now their investigations have concluded, Second Sight are expected to
destroy the documents they hold following their investigations. In PMQs on 11 th March, the Prime Minister recognised
that this was a potentially serious issue. IN ORDER TO ENSURE AN EFFECTIVE AUDIT TRAIL IS MAINTAINED,
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COPIES OF THESE DOCUMENTS SHOULD BE LODGED WITH BIS IN CASE THEY ARE NEEDED IN FUTURE’
(Emphasis in original letter)
Please can you reveal if a copy of Second Sight’s final report was retained by the department?
Does the department still hold the report and if not, when was it destroyed?

i)
ii)

The Justice For Sub postmasters Alliance is to present a case to the Parliamentary Ombudsman requesting his/her
investigation into the oversight of the Department for BEIS of the Post Office during its Horizon controversy.
i)

ii)
iii)

Please can you release the Retention Schedule of the Department for BEIS with regard to the retention
period of information and documentation which may be pertinent to this investigation including: internal
and external audit reports with supporting documents and data; risk assurance documentation,
investigations and findings of irregularity; correspondence with Post Office Limited, UKGI, the Cabinet
Office, HM Treasury and the Comptroller and Auditor General?
Please can you identify if this schedule covers data previously owned by the Department for BIS?
Has the Permanent Secretary of BEIS suspended the usual process of archiving and destruction of
such material and if not, when will such a suspension be implemented so that any relevant evidence will
not be destroyed?

In its 2012-13 Annual Report the Department for BIS announced its programme of Triennial Reviews in response to
the Public Bodies Reforms designed in 2011 for a ‘fit for purpose Partner Organisation landscape’.
BIS Annual Report 2012-13, p47
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/211086/bis-13p102-bis-annual-report-and-accounts-2012-2013.pdf
i)
ii)

How many Triennial Reviews has Post Office Limited been subject to, when were they carried out?
Please can you publish their findings, in particular recommendations regarding the shareholder
relationship, internal and external audit, risk management, board effectiveness, information
management, risks of IT obsolescence, or Horizon issues.
iii)
What actions were implemented by the department and POL as a result of areas for improvement
identified in the Triennial Reviews?
iv)
Please can you publish the Partner Organisation Assessment made by BIS of Royal Mail Holdings
and/or the Post Office in 2011?
(Annex C of the above report classifies Royal Mail Holdings, Post Office’s parent company as a Partner Organisation,
p277)
(The 2012-13 Guide to BIS published by the department categorises both POL and Royal Mail as Partner
Organisations, p68)
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/34764/12-p120cguide-to-bis-2012-2013.pdf

i)
ii)

Please can you reveal costs to the department for the services of UKGI with respect to its shareholder
management of Post Office Limited on behalf of BEIS (per financial year since its inception in 2016)?
To what VFM assessment is UKGI subject with regard to the services it provides to the department,
who conducts this assessment and how regularly?

Replying to Lord Arbuthnot during a 11th June 2020 Lords debate (https://hansard.parliament.uk/lords/2020-0611/debates/E7A3C6D3-B3FF-40AE-A11C-18D35CFE4340/HorizonSub-PostmasterConvictions), BEIS’s
Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State Lord Callanan revealed the Government had been aware of, and had taken
information from, forensic accountants Second Sight’s investigations into Horizon:
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Please can you release communications, if any, between the department’s Accounting Officer and
POL/ShEx/UKGI in which assurance was sought as to the regularity and propriety of Post Office’s
General Suspense Account and multiple individual suspense accounts which were highlighted as
matters of concern by Second Sight in 2015 and estimated to be in excess of £150m? (Second Sight
Briefing Report Part Two, April 2015, p5-6, point 2.18-2.19)
https://www.jfsa.org.uk/uploads/5/4/3/1/54312921/report_9th_april_2016.pdf

i)

Please can you confirm how many personnel currently make up the Post Office Policy team within
BEIS?
According to BEIS’s Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, Lord Callanan, speaking in a Lords Debate of 25th
February 2020, the government has strengthened its mechanisms of oversight over POL ‘including expanding the
BEIS Post Office policy team that works closely with UKGI in holding the Post Office to account at an official level’.
ii)
iii)
iv)

Please can you identify when this expansion was affected?
Please can you release figures to indicate how many people made up this team in the years since it
was created?
Is this the only BEIS team with responsibility for oversight of POL?

According to the BEIS Audit and Risk Committee Terms of Reference:
‘The Committee shall engage with the chairs of the corresponding committees of those high-impact organisations
with a view to forming an opinion as to whether their control environments, risk management frameworks and
escalation practices provide the Department with the requisite line of sight into their activities’ (see Terms of
Reference below, p3, ‘Arm’s Length Bodies/Partner Organisations’).
i)

ii)
iii)

iv)

Did BEIS’s Audit and Risk Committee engage with the chair of POL’s Audit, Risk and Compliance
Committee or with POL’s Risk and Compliance Committee after the Department received the report of
2015 Second Sight which raised serious concerns over POL’s Horizon IT system?
Has BEIS’s Audit and Risk Committee engaged at any time with the chair of POL’s ARC or RCC with
regard to POL’s control environment, risk management or escalation practices? If so, when?
Please can you release minutes and a list of attendees of BEIS’s Audit and Risk Committee meetings in
which risks pertaining to POL’s Horizon issues and/or POL’s Group Litigation were discussed since
2012?
Please can you confirm that reports from the above meetings were circulated to the Accounting Officer
and Board of BEIS as per the Audit and Risk Committee Terms of Ref ( p1, ‘Reporting’)?
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/677596/response/1616838/attach/4/BEIS%20Audit%20Risk
%20Assurance%20Committee%20ToR%20Oct18%201%2025070.pdf?cookie_passthrough=1

Please can you supply the working protocol documents which existed between UKGI and the department relating to
Post Office Limited and Postal Services Holding Company from 1st April 2016 up to the present day in all updated
versions?

According to BEIS’s monthly all-spending data (transactions 280549-285874) a total of 17 payments were made to
the Government Legal Department between 6th-29th March 2019 for services described as ‘Litigation and
Government Legal Department-Legal Services and Advice Agency’. These total £106,806 and include single
payments of £34,975 and £28,587. The payments coincide with the period of the handing down of the Common
Issues Judgement during Post Office Limited’s High Court Litigation and its subsequent application to recuse the
presiding High Court judge.
i)

Please can you release documentation to confirm whether all or some of these payments relate to the
High Court Litigation in which BEIS’s Partner Organisation Post Office Limited was engaged at the
time?
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A later entry in BEIS’s all-spending data indicates a further single payment of £20,585 to the Government Legal
Department on 6th December 2019. This is also described as ‘Litigation and Government Legal Department-Legal
Services and Advice Agency (transaction 323595) and it corresponds with the timing of the mediation and out-ofcourt settlement in which Post Office Limited was engaged prior to the release of the Horizon Issues Judgement in
December 2019.
ii)
iii)

Please can you provide documentation to confirm whether this payment relates to BEIS’s activities
surrounding Post Office Limited’s mediation, settlement and High Court litigation?
Please can you identify the supplier of Litigation and Government Legal Department Services and
Advice whose name and whole postcode is withheld in the all-spend documents (transaction 286979,
£5,456 of 4th April 2019: transaction 287008, £946 of 4th April 2019 and transaction 326372, £1,035 of
18th December 2019)?

UKGI

UKGI’s Framework Agreement with its Shareholder HM Treasury of April 2018 was updated on 23rd July 2020 but
has not been updated online.
Please can you release a copy of the updated Framework Agreement?

According to UKGI’s own protocols, Framework Documents must be implemented between UKGI, a Department and
the Arm’s Length Body or Partner Organisation which UKGI is managing on behalf of that Department: ‘the specific
accountability of the ALB board, chair, relevant Ministers and CEO must be explicitly agreed, primarily through the
FWD [Framework Document]’:
(UKGI Government: Arm’s Length Bodies, p11 point i), p12 point viii) and C i).
https://www.ukgi.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/UK-Government-Arms-Length-Bodies-A-View-fromPractitioners-January-2020_WEB.pdf
(See also HM Treasury ‘Managing Public Money’ Appendix A, p184-199 September 2018 version and BIS’s 2015-16
Annual Report p91, para 6).
i) Please can you release any communications in which UKGI advised or asked the Department for BEIS to
draw up a Framework Agreement governing the shareholder relationship between BEIS/UKGI and Post
Office Limited? Please include the response of the Department.
ii) Was the absence of a Framework Agreement governing the relationship between BEIS/UKGI and POL
ever identified as a non-compliance or suggested improvement by internal GIAA audits or externallyfacilitated reviews of UKGI?
iii) On what date did BEIS agree to the drawing up of its Shareholder Framework Document between the
Department, POL and UKGI and when did it start doing so?"

During the Alan Bates & Others and Post Office Limited High Court Group Litigation, HH Judge Fraser originally
asked POL to report its legal costs to the Court at £250k intervals, but POL costs rose so rapidly he had to adjust the
reporting interval to £500k:
https://www.lawgazette.co.uk/news/bates-v-post-office-costs-hit-25m-as-both-parties-warned-aboutspending/5070562.article
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At what intervals was it decided that POL would report its legal costs to BEIS/UKGI and was this
reporting interval ever adjusted to accommodate the high rate of expenditure?

The Shareholder Relationship Framework Document between BEIS/UKGI and POL implemented on April 1st 2020
outlines the roles which function to support Partner Organisation communications (p11).
i)

Please would you identify the current Policy Sponsor and Policy Champion who liaise with POL on
behalf of BEIS.
ii)
Who is the ‘Shareholder Representative at Executive level’ (as distinct from the Shareholder NED)?
iii)
Please can you also identify the Corporate Governance Sponsor in the BEIS Partnership Team (see
below, p11, point 6.5)?
iv)
Who undertook these roles during the period encompassed by POL’s High Court Litigation, March
2017-April 2020?
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/874283/postoffice-limited-shareholder-relationship-framework-part-1.pdf

As part of its inquiry into the Post Office and Horizon, the Chair of the BEIS Select Committee asked POL’s former
CEO, Paula Vennells, for information concerning the involvement of UKGI officials in discussions about Horizon at
Board level. In her letter of response (24th June 2020) Ms Vennells, stated:
“The UKGI directors were fully engaged in the discussions...The present UKGI incumbent director...was fully
engaged on the Board, sub-committee and with ministers and lawyers at BEIS” (p17, para 60 in response to
Question 16).
i)
ii)
iii)

Please can you confirm the identity of the law firm who were involved on behalf of BEIS with which the
UKGI POL representative was ‘fully engaged’.
Please can you confirm if a representative from this law firm gave advice directly, or via BEIS, to UKGI
regarding POL’s application to recuse Mr Justice Fraser on 21st March 2019?
Please can you confirm if a representative from this law firm gave advice directly, or via BEIS, to UKGI
regarding POL’s appeal against the Judge’s refusal to recuse himself delivered by POL on 9th April
2019?

In a Memorandum of Understanding between UKGI and BEIS (12th December 2019), point 5.3 articulates ‘UKGI
does not provide legal advice or manage any legal claims relating to the Asset on behalf of BEIS’.
i)

Can you confirm whether any such agreement existed between UKGI and BEIS prior to the date of this
MOU which could have precluded UKGI from engaging in activities relating to POL’s Group Litigation?
Point 6.2 of the same document states: ‘UKGI may, where appropriate, advise BEIS Permanent Secretary, BEIS
Ministers and the BEIS Secretary of State directly in relation to the Activities [of the Asset] ....Where UKGI provides
advice to BEIS which BEIS does not wish to follow, this will be recorded in the relevant submissions or internal
notes/briefings as appropriate’.
ii)

Please can you disclose any relevant submissions or internal notes/briefings which record advice given
by UKGI to any representative of BEIS regarding POL’s Group Litigation which the Department for BEIS
did not wish to follow?
The 12th December Memorandum of Understanding between UKGI and BEIS can be found at:
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/671278/response/1600563/attach/html/6/R%20BEIS%20UKGI%20MOU.p
df.html
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Four successive UKGI Annual Reports (2016/17, 2017/18, 2018/19, 2019/20) indicate GIAA audit ratings of only
‘Moderate’ with regard to the effectiveness of the framework of governance, risk management and control at UKGI.
In response, a key UKGI objective of 2018-19 was ‘to ensure UKGI fully documents the risks and mitigations in place
across its shareholder portfolio’ (UKGI Annual Report 2018-19, p38).
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/817665/UKGI_Ann
ual_Report_and_Accounts_2018-19_WEB.pdf
i)

ii)

iii)

Please can you identify if the effectiveness of UKGI’s stewardship of Post Office Limited was identified
by audits as being in need of improvement over the period 2016-2020 and what actions were
implemented as a result?
Please can you specify if GIAA audits highlighted the absence of a Framework Agreement governing
the relationship between BEIS, UKGI and Post Office Limited? What actions were implemented as a
result?
Please can you supply reports which evidence UKGI’s full documentation regarding the risks and
mitigations pertaining to POL’s Horizon IT and litigation?

On 6th July 2020 in a written response to Lord Arbuthnot, BEIS’s Parliamentary Under-Secretary, Lord Callanan
made the following comment:
‘Following the Common Issues Judgment in March 2019, POL advised Ministers that it intended to change its
approach to the litigation. This included changes to the POL legal team and strategy...’
https://www.theyworkforyou.com/wrans/?id=2020-06-22.HL5975.h&s=lord+arbuthnot#gHL5975.q0
i)
ii)

Please can you release correspondence and/or minutes of meetings in which POL advised UKGI of the
aforesaid change in legal strategy after the Common Issues Judgement of March 2019?
ii) Please can you release correspondence and/or minutes of meetings in which UKGI responded to
POL’s information regarding the change in its legal team and strategy as a result of the Common Issues
Judgement?

In its written Opening for the Common Issues Trial, POL claimed the litigation posed an unprecedented level of
threat:
‘If the Claimants were right in the broad thrust of their case, this would represent an existential threat to Post Office’s
ability to continue to carry on its business throughout the UK in the way it presently does’ (Common Issues
Judgement, p6, para 11)
https://www.judiciary.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/bates-v-post-office-judgment-no3-15-mar-19.pdf
UKGI’s Audit and Risk Committee reviews monthly risk registers relating to asset’s under its management.
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Can UKGI reveal when POL was registered as moving into a ‘high risk’ rating with regards to its Group
Litigation?
Can UKGI reveal at what point this risk was considered significant enough to warrant escalation to
UKGI’s Chief Executive, Mark Russell, and Chairman?
Can UKGI reveal when the risks associated with POL’s Group Litigation were brought to the attention of
BEIS’s Accounting Officer, Alex Chisholm, also non-executive director of UKGI?
Please can you release details of UKGI’s working-level risk register with respect to POL from 2016 to
the present?"

According to the Memorandum of Understanding between UKGI and BEIS (12th December 2019): ‘UKGI may, where
appropriate, advise BEIS Permanent Secretary, BEIS Ministers and the BEIS Secretary of State directly in relation to
the Activities’ (p3, point 6.2)
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Please can you disclose if a UKGI representative has had direct communications either with BEIS’s
Secretary of State or with BEIS’s Permanent Secretary regarding Post Office’s High Court Litigation, or
associated Horizon IT and sub-postmaster contractual issues?
ii)
If so please can you disclose the date of such communications, which UKGI representative was
involved and what actions were implemented as a result?
The 2019 Memorandum of Understanding between UKGI and BEIS can be found at:
i)

https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/671278/response/1600563/attach/html/6/R%20BEIS%20UKGI%20MOU.p
df.html

The Memorandum of Understanding between UKGI and BEIS (12th December 2019) states that UKGI ‘may assist
with procurement and management of legal and other professional advice in respect of the Activities [of the Asset]’
(p2, point 5.2).
Please can you reveal if UKGI assisted in the procurement or management of legal or other professional advice in
respect of Post Office’s Horizon issues, its sub-postmaster contracts and/or its High Court Litigation?
(The 2019 Memorandum of Understanding between UKGI and BEIS can be found at):
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/671278/response/1600563/attach/html/6/R%20BEIS%20UKGI%20MOU.p
df.html

The Justice For Subpostmasters Alliance is to present a case to the Parliamentary Ombudsman requesting his/her
investigation into the oversight of the Department for BEIS of the Post Office during its Horizon controversy.
i)

ii)

iii)

Please can you release the Retention Schedule of UKGI with regard to the retention period of
information and documentation which may be pertinent to this investigation including: internal and
external audit reports with supporting documents and data; risk assurance documentation,
investigations and findings of irregularity; correspondence with Post Office Limited, BEIS, the Cabinet
Office, HM Treasury and the Comptroller and Auditor General?
Please can you indicate if this retention schedule applies equally to information passed to UKGI from its
antecedent ShEx since its inception at the Cabinet Office in 2003 and its subsequent activities as
managing government shareholdings under DTI, BERR and BIS?
Has the Accounting Officer suspended the usual process of archiving and destruction of the above
material and if not, when will such a suspension be implemented so that any relevant evidence will not
be destroyed?

In the words of UKGI’s CE:
‘Without doubt the diversity of entities and activities within our portfolio presents challenges; most acutely, UKGI will
need to consider very carefully the lessons to be learnt from the Subpostmasters’ litigation against Post Office Ltd,
and UKGI’s role in relation to the Post Office’. (UKGI Annual Report 2019-2020, p10).
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/897173/UK_Gover
nment_Investments_Annual_Report_and_Accounts_2019-20__web_optimised_version_.pdf
i)
ii)

Has UKGI launched an internal review to identify lessons to be learned from POL’s High Court Litigation
and UKGI’s role in relation to POL?
If so, who is conducting this review, what is the timescale for its completion and will its findings be made
public?"
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According to one BIS Permanent Under Secretary of State, UKGI was created to ‘provide the best balance of being
close to the centre of government through its Treasury shareholder, but with sufficient independence to ensure an
effective relationship with customer Departments’:
http://data.parliament.uk/DepositedPapers/Files/DEP2015-0946/151127_Letter_to_Lord_Mendelsohn_UKGI.pdf
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

i)
ii)
iii)

What are the reporting links between UKGI and its Shareholder HM Treasury?
Did UKGI report to HM Treasury on matters pertaining to its Asset, Post Office Limited, with regard to
its Horizon issues and Group Litigation at any time since its inception in April 2016?
If so, how regularly?
Did UKGI/HM Treasury discuss either Post Office Horizon or Post Office Litigation Issues at quarterly
shareholder meetings, if so when and what actions if any were implemented as a result?
Has UKGI, since its inception, communicated to its Shareholder HM Treasury any concerns over POL’s
Horizon issues or Group Litigation with regard to propriety, regularity, prudence or feasibility?
Was the UKGI Board subject to any directions from HM Treasury with regard to its management of Post
Office Limited, if so please can you publish any such direction?"

How many teams within UKGI currently have responsibility for managing Post Office Limited on behalf
of BEIS?
Please can you confirm how many personnel currently make up the Post Office team/teams within
UKGI?
Please can you release figures to show how many people made up this team/teams in the years since
the inauguration of UKGI in 2016 and how many people made up this team/teams in the years during
which the government’s shareholding in Post Office was managed by the Shared Executive?
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SCHEDULE 3
[INTENTIONALLY BLANK]
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